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On Translating Martinus

In the autumn of 2007 Världsbild förlag (World Picture Publishers) was 
suddenly faced with a situation where new people had to take charge and 
take on the responsibility of translating and publishing Martinus’ literature 
in Swedish. Intensive work to collect available knowledge began. What 
characterises a good translation? Are there methods that can help? What 
prerequisites apply specifically to translating Martinus’ works?

One day we received a treasure. It turned out that the art of translating 
had developed into a university discipline, a science. And that Martinus’ 
English translator, Mary McGovern, had studied this science at the Uni
versity of Copenhagen. During her studies there she wrote two papers on 
translating Martinus.

At that time Mary’s papers existed only as documents in an outdated 
computer programme and as simple printouts in English and Danish. They 
were no longer available for those who could benefit from them.

In the future more and more people will want guidance as to how to 
go about the task of translating Martinus into their respective mother  
tongues. In the light of all the joy and inspiration Mary’s work has given 
us, we decided, in collaboration with her, to make these papers available in 
a publication that can be distributed easily and read by other translators. 
We reproduce them here in the original English and, by way of introduc
tion, begin with Mary’s words about the role of the translator: The View 
from the Bridge − on the Role of the Translator.

Stockholm, Sweden July 2009

Ulf Sandström                Lisbeth Lanemo



To my fellow translators at the Martinus Institute

Abbreviations used throughout:
SL = source language
TL = target language

These papers express my views and solutions at the time of writing. Some 
years have passed since then and, although my views remain unchanged, I 
might now prefer other translational solutions in specific cases.

Time has also made the internet widely available to us. Searching the 
internet for solutions was not available to me at the time of writing.

Since the time of writing more volumes of Livets Bog have become avail
able in English.

Some of my translations of quotations from Livets Bog 1& 2 differ from 
those found in the published English editions.

I refer to the first edition (1992) of Samarbejdsstrukturen (The Structure 
of Cooperation) throughout. A second, revised edition was published in 
2003. It is not currently available in English.

This publication is also available in Danish (entitled Om at oversætte 
Martinus) from www.varldbild.se.

Mary McGovern, June 2010
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The View from the Bridge  
− the Role of the Translator

A speech given on Commemoration Day at the 
Martinus Centre, Klint on 5 August 1998 

I have called my speech “The View from the Bridge” because the translator 
functions as a bridge between Martinus and the foreign reader and his cul
ture. In order to be a negotiable and stable bridge the translator has to have 
certain qualifications. First and foremost he or she has to have a thorough 
knowledge of the Danish language, that is if one translates directly from 
Martinus’ original. This is the most ideal approach, but it is not always 
possible. We have seen over the years that Martinus’ books have been trans
lated into various languages via translations. The first English translations 
of Logic and Easter were translated via Esperanto, and the same is the case 
with the Japanese translation of The Ideal Food. At the moment The Fate 
of Mankind is being published in Turkish; it was translated from the English 
translation. But the ideal solution is to translate directly from the Danish text 
into one’s mother tongue. Over and above a thorough knowledge of Danish, 
a thorough knowledge of one’s mother tongue is also required. Most of us in 
the Translation Group, as well as having done what we can to improve our 
own use of our mother tongue, have teamed up with linguists, publisher’s 
editors and ordinary native readers in order to ensure that our own use of 
language is good enough. Many of us have moved to Denmark in order to 
learn Danish and study Martinus Cosmology. And this is of course a great 
advantage. But it bears with it the disadvantage that one can easily lose con
tact with one’s mother tongue. If one is aware of this problem there is much 
one can do to counteract too much decline and fall, for example, watch cable 
TV, read books and magazines in one’s own language, spiritual literature 
in particular, and go home on holiday. Having this thorough knowledge of 
both Danish and one’s mother tongue there is also the possibility of training 
to be a translator at a university or similar institution where one can learn 
something about the theory and practice of translation.

Translation theorists also require of the translator a thorough acquaint
ance with the subject matter to be translated, a point of view shared by 
Martinus:

It is presupposed that a translator of Martinus’ works first reads 
a major part of the work and makes him- or herself conversant 
with this world picture, and then works so much with the ter-
minology as to guarantee that it can be translated consistently. 
(The Structure of Cooperation p.104)

In my attempt to learn more about the art of translating I read many books 
including two by Eugene Nida, an American translation theorist who has 
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done a lot of research into the process of translating with Bible translations 
as his point of departure. Bible translations are interesting partly because the 
Bible is the most translated book in the world (in 1964 when Nida wrote 
about it, the Bible had been translated into 1200 languages), and partly 
because they have in common with Martinus the fact that they are “sacred” 
texts or spiritual literature that has to be translated, where the message, if 
one understands it, has a decisive effect on one’s conduct, one’s attitude to 
other people and all things living, and not least one’s understanding of the 
concept of God and one’s relationship to God. Nida’s books are permeated 
with a love of truth as it is revealed in the Old and the New Testament. 
Now it is the task of the Translation Group to lift the Danish veil from 
The Third Testament for the slowly growing circle of foreign readers. Like 
the Old and the New Testament it is Martinus’ intention that his collected 
works be published in as many of the world’s languages as possible. At the 
moment translation is in progress into about 15 languages.

According to Nida:

One should never translate anything one does not admire ... a 
natural affinity should exist between translator and translated.

This is not a problem for most of the present Martinus translators, but 
it makes it difficult to commission a translation from someone who is 
unacquainted with Martinus and feels no sympathy for his analyses. I once 
collaborated with a publisher’s editor in England who read my translations 
and commented on them. Often, however, he commented on the analyses 
too. When I got my manuscripts back UTTER RUBBISH! was written in 
the margin, and it was the analyses that were at fault, not the translation. 
He died some years ago, but luckily an EnglishAustralian publisher’s editor 
turned up here in Klint six months after his death and asked me if I needed 
help with the translations. Qualified help comes when one is most in need 
of it.

Nida is also of the opinion that it is not the business of the translator to 
excel the writer, a point of view also shared by Martinus:

If something is written in a primitive way, it must be left primitive. 
People are welcome to see that I am not particularly well read. 
(The Structure of Cooperation p.102)

Nida continues:

In translating the Bible, most outstanding translators have also 
insisted upon a further requirement, namely, a devout recognition 
of dependence upon divine grace ... The translator should not 
only make use of the best scientific philology and exegesis, but 
also invoke and rely upon divine grace for the fulfilment of his 
task.” (Nida 1964:152)
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I think that it is a good idea to pray when one translates. We must of course 
mobilise all our intellectual resources, our affinity for and loyalty to Martinus 
and his sense of style and be as conscientious as possible, but some divine 
inspiration would not go amiss, particularly when it is a matter of finding 
words for thoughts that have not been expressed in one’s own language 
before and analyses that lie outside one’s direct, personal experience.

The motives of the translator
Perhaps the motives or combinations of motives of translators are as varied 
and numerous as translators themselves. A translator may be motivated by 
a sincere humanitarian purpose, namely to convey an important message 
in an intelligible form. Such a motivation has dominated Bible translation 
and may well dominate the translation of Martinus, money rarely being 
the motive since most of the translation work is done on a voluntary basis. 
Motives of vanity, fame and the like cannot be entirely ruled out, but here 
Martinus encourages a more humble attitude. In The Structure of Coopera-
tion, Chapter 8, which is entitled “Coworkers”, he describes the balance 
desirable in a coworker (including a translator) as follows:

... balanced beings ... have no desire to shine. They are beings 
who are quiet, sympathetic and understanding towards everything 
and everyone. They are beings that can easily remain silent when 
others are far too eager to show their knowledge. They are beings 
who in no way want power or fame. They are beings who prefer 
to live unknown and unnoticed, and seek public attention only 
when duty, not vanity, calls them ...

As a rule one does not translate Martinus entirely alone. As I said earlier 
one has to seek the advice of Danish and mother tongue linguists as well 
as authorities on Martinus Cosmology when it is a matter of interpreting 
ambiguous words and concepts. And there is nothing quite so good for one’s 
vanity as criticism, which one has asked for, from others knowledgeable 
in the field. As an example I could mention that the Translation Group is 
currently discussing how the concept det sympatiske anlæg should be un
derstood and translated. In the largest DanishEnglish dictionary the word 
anlæg has 17 senses and 33 translation suggestions, and something similar 
is the case with other languages. 

Subjectivity in translation
No translator can avoid a certain degree of personal involvement in his 
work. Our way of interpreting and translating the text will be influenced by 
our overall empathy with author and message, or our lack of it. History has 
seen the wilful distortion of texts for political, social and religious purposes. 
Martinus has, however, requested that no changes whatsoever be made in 
his texts, not even in translation. One could easily see errors where what is 
written collides with one’s own perception of life. As Nida writes:
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... most instances of undue alteration of an original are not the 
result of any conscious desire to modify or to distort the message, 
but rather of unconscious personality traits which influence a 
person’s work in subtle and seemingly innocent ways. These are 
particularly evident when a translator feels inclined to improve 
on the original, correct apparent errors, or defend a personal 
preference by slanting his choice of words ...

In some instances it is the translator’s own sense of insecurity 
which makes it difficult for him to let the document speak for 
itself, and in other instances a lack of humility may prompt him 
to translate without consulting the opinions of those who have 
studied such texts more fully that himself. (Nida 1964:155)

Here it is advisable for the translator to recognise the need not only for the 
qualifications mentioned above but also for as full an awareness of himself 
as possible, his weaknesses, strengths and potentialities. One has, how
ever, to admit that full awareness is unattainable for most at present. For 
the translator “Know thyself!” has unusually applicable significance. The 
foreign reader is dependent on the translator, and this gives the translator a 
certain degree of power. Good translation ethics demand therefore that we 
administer this power in the service not of egoism but of truth.

Many exciting things could be said about the actual process of translating, 
but that will have to be at another time. I will conclude here by telling you 
about the first Bible translators. They and their readers were burned at the 
stake in France in the Middle Ages. They were accused of distorting and 
corrupting the holy words of God. I hope that the translators of The Third 
Testament will meet a more pleasant fate. We do our best not to distort or 
corrupt Martinus’ words.

It is the hope of the Translation Group that the translations will form 
the bridges that can lead the foreign seeker after truth to the understanding 
of the daily experience of life as a direct correspondence with God, a cor
respondence that he will gradually be able to reflect upon and ultimately 
perfect.

___________________________

References:
Samarbejdsstrukturen [The Structure of Cooperation − not yet available in 
English] (1992)
Eugene Nida: Toward a Science of Translating (1964)
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The Martinus Institute’s guidelines 
for translators of Martinus’ works 

seen in the light of translation 
science

The Science of Translation Module 3 − Examination paper, University of 
Copenhagen January 1996

INTRODUCTION 
Biographical background
The Danish writer Martinus was born in Vendsyssel in 1890. He had a very 
minimal education and spent most of his early working life as a dairyman. 
In 1921 he experienced a spontaneous transformation of consciousness that 
enabled him to analyse life and describe its spiritual laws and principles. In 
the preface to Livets Bog (The Book of Life) he writes:

Jeg var blevet min egen Lyskilde. Den kosmiske Ilddaab, som jeg 
havde gennemgaaet ... havde altsaa efterladt sig den Kendsger
ning, at der i mig var blevet udløst helt nye Sanseevner, Evner 
der satte mig i Stand til – ikke glimtvis, – men derimod i en per-
manent vaagen Dagsbevidsthedstilstand at skue alle de bag den 
fysiske Verden bærende aandelige Kræfter, usynlige Aarsager, 
evige Verdenslove, Grundenergier og Grundprincipper. Tilvæ
relsesmysteriet var saaledes ikke noget Mysterium for mig. Jeg 
var blevet bevidst i Verdensaltets Liv og indviet i “Det guddom-
melige Skabeprincip”. 

“I had become my own source of light. The cosmic baptism of 
fire through which I had passed … had thus left the fact that 
entirely new sensory abilities had been released in me, abilities 
that enabled me − not in glimpses but on the contrary in a per-
manent state of awake day consciousness – to apprehend all the 
main spiritual forces, invisible causes, eternal world laws, basic 
energies and basic principles behind the physical world. The 
mystery of existence was therefore no longer a mystery to me. 
I had become conscious in the life of the whole universe, and 
had been initiated into ‘the divine principle of creation’.” (Livets 
Bog, Vol.1, 1932, English ed. 1987:21)
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This transformation of consciousness saw the beginning of 60 years’ work 
as a writer beginning in 1921 and continuing until his death in 1981. His 
collected works, which comprise Livets Bog in 7 volumes, Det Evige Ver-
densbillede in 4 volumes, Logik, Bisættelse and 28 shorter books as well as 
about 250 articles in the magazine KOSMOS, are collectively entitled The 
Third Testament (See The main title of the work below).

In this paper I will attempt to present and expand on some of the guideli
nes for translators of Martinus’ works set out in Samarbejdsstrukturen [The 
Structure of Cooperation] (1992). I will limit myself to three areas: (1) some 
of the problems involved in translating titles, (2) the role of the translator, 
and (3) the problems of equivalence.

Samarbejdsstrukturen consists in the main of transcriptions of taped 
quotations from Martinus’ meetings with the council of the Martinus In
stitute. Where no concrete quotations about specific subjects are available 
the council has either taken quotations from his works or written guidelines 
themselves. The origin of all the passages in the book are clearly marked.

Text type

Rent praktisk er der indlysende grund for en oversætter til at 
typebestemme den tekst, han står overfor: han må have en rime
lig idé om, inden for hvilket (inter)tekstuelt univers pågældende 
tekst opererer. 

There are obvious practical reasons for a translator determining 
the type of the text with which he is confronted with; he must 
have a reasonable idea of the (inter)textual universe within which 
the text in question operates. (Den originale oversættelse [The 
Original Translation] by Annette Lindegaard, DAO 6, 1995, 
p.30–31)

Martinus may be described as a modern Danish mystic, whose analysis of the 
spiritual laws of life was based entirely on personal experience. He was not a 
man of wide reading. He had not studied theosophy, anthroposophy, spiritism 
or any of the spiritual directions popular at that time. He was familiar only 
with the Christianity he learned as a child. His works are not therefore built 
on arguing for or against the theories and ideas of other mystics.

One could categorise his writings as literary texts on the subject of spiritual 
science, including passages that are philosophical, analytical, mathematical, 
Biblical and poetic. They make high demands on the translator’s ability to 
understand them. (See The role of the translator below.) At the same time 
they constitute what Newmark would call an “authoritative statement” or 
“sacred text” (Newmark, 1988:3940), deriving their “authority from the 
high status or the reliability ... of their author.” As Newmark points out, 
such texts tend to be denotive rather than connotative, but the element of 
connotation can never entirely be ignored when translating, the poetic pas
sages posing the greatest connotative challenge.

Martinus operates within a universe that for the most part lies outside 
the ordinary experience of the reader; he says himself that an extraordinary 
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sensory ability is needed to experience what he experienced, at the same time 
guaranteeing that everyone will attain this ability, he being no exception or 
special case. This sensory limitation is a difficulty for the translator who to 
some degree has to be an interpreter of the original text.

Language and style
Some critics regard Martinus’ style as the most beautiful Danish ever written, 
while others think it quite dreadful. Unusual it certainly is. It is character
ised by long unbroken chains of thought in very long sentences with many 
interposed sentences and clauses. He creates new terminology and many new 
compound words, and uses common words symbolically. He also writes from 
a perspective foreign to the translator, the perspective of a consciousness 
that claims to be aware of the eternal and infinite in the same way as we are 
of the temporal and limited. This leads to odd concepts and constructions 
such as “det jordiske menneske” [“the terrestrial human being”], where 
the translator is tempted to drop “jordiske” [“terrestrial”] (but would be 
mistaken in doing so) since he knows of no other human beings than the 
terrestrial ones. Another similar example is “menneskeheder” [“mankinds”], 
there being, according to Martinus, mankinds on other planets.

Martinus does not claim that his style or use of language is perfect, there 
being too big a gulf between the present evolutionary level of language and 
the elevated nature of the material he wants to describe.

Da åndelige erfaringer eller kendsgerninger jo er af langt nyere 
og sjældnere fremtræden for de jordiske mennesker end de ma
terielle, er sproget ganske naturligt i disse førstnævnte felter ikke 
udviklet til en sådan standard som i de sidstnævnte. 

Since spiritual experiences or facts are naturally far newer and 
rarer in appearance for terrestrial human beings than material 
experiences or facts, the language in these former fields is quite 
naturally not developed to the same standard as it is in the latter 
fields. (KOSMOS 1933 no.6 p.4–5 quoted in Samarbejdsstruk-
turen p.97–100)

In defending his rather heavy style he writes:

Da al filosofi, visdom eller åndsvidenskab jo hører til de områder, 
til hvilke det gængse sprog endnu ikke har tilstrækkeligt glosefor
råd og derfor altid må udtrykkes ved indirekte brug af sproget 
eller ved gloser, der i virkeligheden er udtryk for detaljer inden 
for den materielle verden, er det givet, at stilen i en skildring af 
åndelige problemer aldrig nogen sinde kan stå mål med stilen i 
en beretning om materielle ting, ganske uanset hvem forfatteren 
så end er, og hvor genial han så end må siges at være, før engang 
i fremtiden, når sproget bliver så udviklet, at det yder det samme 
righoldige gloseforråd til den førstnævnte form for beretning, 
som det nu yder til den sidstnævnte form. 
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Since all philosophy, wisdom or spiritual science belongs to those 
areas in which the current language does not yet have sufficient 
vocabulary and must therefore be expressed by indirect use of the 
language or by vocabulary that in reality is expressive of details 
of the material world, it is a matter of course that the style of a 
description of spiritual problems can never measure up to the style 
of a description of material things, regardless of who the writer 
may be and how ingenious he may be said to be, before some 
future time when the language will have become so developed 
that it will afford the former kind of description the same rich 
vocabulary as it now affords the latter. (KOSMOS 1933 no.6 
p.4–5 quoted in Samarbejdsstrukturen p.97–100)

For the advanced seeker after truth the style is, however, secondary in im
portance to the content.

For ham [den udviklede eller fremskredne sandhedssøger] er 
stilen, rytmen, trykfejl e.l. ganske underordnet. Han er opfyldt af 
et hundrede procents begær efter at komme til kernen bag stilen 
og ordene. Han ser, at kun den er det absolut væsentlige ... 

For him [the evolved or advanced seeker after truth] the style, 
the rhythm, printing errors and the like are minor issues. He is 
filled with a onehundredpercent desire to get to the core or 
essence behind the style and the words. He sees that that alone 
is what is absolutely important… (KOSMOS 1933 no.6 p.4–5 
quoted in Samarbejdsstrukturen p. 97–100)

A native informant is helpful for the foreign translator, who is not necessarily 
able to see that a term or way of putting things is just as odd to a Dane as 
it is to him. Knowing how odd or unusual the original is helps him to find 
a dynamically or situationally equivalent odd or unusual solution.

Martinus’ own analysis of his style in KOSMOS 1933 and other places 
helps the translator to find out where on the scale between the two extremes 
of formal and dynamic equivalence (about which more later) he should place 
his translation.

In conclusion I would say that we are dealing with texts that are highly 
original and authorative in content, personal in style, where “en fuldstændig 
gengivelse af idéerne i originalen” [“a complete reproduction of the ideas in 
the original”] (Tytler Essay on the Principles of Translation, 1791 quoted in 
Pedersen 1994:22) is more important than considerations of style.
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I. THE MAIN TITLE OF THE WORK

Jeg har altid ønsket, at Livets Bog skal hedde “Livets Bog” på 
alle sprog. 

I have always wanted Livets Bog to be called “Livets Bog” in all 
languages. (Minutes of council meeting 22.01.74)

Det skal ikke oversættes, og alle ved, hvad det er. 

It shall not be translated, and everyone will know what it is. 
(Minutes of council meeting 12.11.74)

Martinus gav udtryk for, at det er hans ønske, at hele hans værk, 
alle bind under et betegnes som “Det Tredie Testamente” ... 

Martins said that he wanted his entire work − all of the volumes 
− to be collectively entitled “The Third Testament” … (Minutes 
of council meeting 05.08.75 quoted in Samarbejdsstrukturen 
p.97) 

If we follow the above guidelines we shall translate the title “Det Tredie 
Testamente”, while we shall not translate the subtitle “Livets Bog”. This, 
however, gives us two problems, one general and one specific to the English 
translation. The general problem is that all the 42 books are called “The 
Third Testament” (plus the appropriate subtitle, e.g. Livets Bog, The Eternal 
World Picture, Logic), which causes confusion when bookshops and private 
individuals order the books − especially since “Livets Bog” is unintelligible 
to the foreign reader. In practice it seems to mean that translations of Livets 
Bog become known as The Third Testament, while the other books become 
known by their subtitle. The problem is confounded slightly by the fact that 
older editions, without the collective title “The Third Testament”, are still 
in circulation. Despite Martinus’ wish expressed in the above quote from 
1975 the title “Det Tredie Testamente” was not used until shortly after his 
death in 1981 when Borgens Forlag took over the publication of his works 
in the original Danish. Borgen reprinted Livets Bog in 1981 with the title 
“Det Tredie Testamente − Livets Bog”.

The problem specific to the English translation is that the word bog in 
English means 1) an area of wet spongy ground consisting of decomposing 
vegetation and 2) a lavatory or toilet in British and Australian slang. The 
latter meaning of bog tends to induce giggles in the English reader, while the 
former creates confusion. For these reasons I would suggest that, although 
we must retain the title in Danish on the cover of the books and in the text 
as Martinus wanted it, we translate it at the first opportunity, preferably in 
the books as a translator’s note on one of the title pages such as the one in 
the English translation of Livets Bog, vol.1 of 1987:
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Martinus wished his main work “The Third Testament” to be 
referred to throughout by the Danish subtitle “Livets Bog”, 
pronounced “Leevets Boh” (The Book of Life).

(This note is, however, not without fault since it gives the impression that 
“The Third Testament” is the title of only the main work “Livets Bog” and 
not of his collected works.)

In articles in the magazine KOSMOS and other publications I would 
suggest that Livets Bog be presented as Livets Bog (The Book of Life) on 
the first appearance of the title and thereafter as Livets Bog, without any 
further explanation.

And so the languages of the world become enriched “with foreign spoils” 
(John Dryden, Essays Vol.1, 1900 quoted in Pedersen 1987:22). Just as words 
from Indian religion and philosophy like Baghavad Gita, yoga, Upanishad 
and from Eastern thought like Zen, Tai-Chi and judo have entered many 
languages and become an integral part of them, without people necessarily 
knowing what the original Sanskrit, Japanese or Chinese words actually 
mean, so too is it expected that Livets Bog will become a Danish contri
bution to the expansion of languages (along with smorgasbord and other 
mundane examples).

II. THE ROLE OF THE TRANSLATOR
“No discussion of the principles and procedures of translation can afford 
to treat translating as something apart from the translator”, states Eugene 
Nida in Toward a Science of Translating (1964:145). 

Since the translator himself is the focal element in translating, 
and thus there cannot be any completely impersonal objectivity 
in his work − since he is a part of the cultural context in which he 
lives − his role is central to the basic principles and procedures of 
translating ... The translator must have an excellent background 
in the source language and at the same time must have control 
over the resources of the language into which he is translating. 
He cannot simply match words from a dictionary; he must in 
a real sense create a new linguistic form to carry the concept 
expressed in the source language. (Nida 1964:145) 

Model of the translator’s role
På en måde kan oversætterens situation sammenlignes med Mar
tinus’. Mens han skulle nedtransformere denne høje viden han 
havde adgang til, så skal vi transformere den foreliggende tekst 
over til et andet sprog. 

In a way the translator’s situation can be compared with Mar
tinus’. While he had to transform this elevated knowledge to 
which he had access, so shall we transform the text before us 
into another language. (André Stroobant, At oversætte hvad der 
står [On translating what is written], Haag 1994)
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As yet psychologists and neurologists do not understand how language data 
is stored in the brain. There are arguments for and against a “compartmen
talisation” theory, different areas of the brain dealing with different lan
guages. Against this theory is the fact that people tend to retain a good deal 
of compartmentalisation after having learned different subjects in different 
languages. (Nida 1964:145) If the foreign (nonDanish) translator has, for 
example, studied Martinus Cosmology in Danish and has had little or no 
access to translations of Martinus’ works into his mother tongue he will be 
faced with the problem of recreating in the target language a whole range of 
terminology and concepts that may not previously have been expressed in 
that language. To confound the problem is the fact that translators, having 
moved to Denmark to master Danish, easily lose contact with their mother 
tongue. (Bates 1936 quoted in Pedersen 1987:38) If, however, one is aware 
of this fact there is much one can do to counteract too much decline and fall 
(e.g. invest in Cable TV, read literature in one’s own language, particularly 
literature related to one’s subject, go home on holiday).

Merely having a knowledge of two languages is no guarantee that a per
son can function as a translator. (Nida 1976:145) Considerable experience 
in language switching is a prerequisite. 

Leaving aside the complexities of the psychological and neurological 
processes involved let us turn to a model of the translator’s activity.

Nida 1964 p.146 fig. 41 
S = source
M = message
R = receptor
A = source language
B = target language

In this model a message in Language A is decoded by the receptor 
(R) into a different form of language A. It is then transformed 
by a “transfer mechanism” into Language B, and the translator 
then becomes a source (S) for the encoding of the message into 
language B ... the translator must not only discover corresponding 
symbols with which to communicate the message in B, but must 
also organise these symbols in the form required by language B. 
Basically we may describe translating as a process in which the 
concept is transferred, possibly in essentially “kernel” form, and 
then the corresponding utterance in language B is generated ... 
(Nida 1964:16)
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Pedersen (1987:102) rightly challenges Nida’s idea of the transfer of clauses 
or sentences in kernel form, there being many parallels of form between 
closely related languages (e.g. I love you; Jeg elsker dig; Ich liebe dich). 
Nida’s idea may, however, be relevant when dealing with less closely related 
languages, where the SL (source language) message has to be analysed and 
then reconstructed in the TL (target language).

Ethnolinguistic model of translation
The culture framework within which translation takes place is of great im
portance. “...in an attempt to describe these interlanguage and intercultural 
factors, we must reckon with differences in time (i.e. translations from ancient 
texts, often in languages now extinct) and differences of culture.

Nida 1964 p.147 fig.42
S = source
M = message
R = receptor
C = culture

The above figure illustrates the typical situation in which an Englishspeaking 
translator tries to render the Biblical message (whether from Greek or He
brew) into some presentday nonIndoEuropean language. Note that the 
larger arrows indicate the translational process, first from Greek or Hebrew 
into English, and then into a third language; that the small triangles, squares 
and circles enclosing the S, M, and R in each instance are designed to point 
out the manner in which participants and message reflect the total cultural 
context in which the communication takes place; that the vertical dimension 
represents temporal differences and that the differences in shape are designed 
to highlight the overall cultural differences.

Ideally one would translate directly from SL to TL as in the first of Nida’s 
two models mentioned above but this is not always possible due, among 
other things, to a lack of dictionaries and competent translators. Here 
Nida’s second model could apply. A case in point is the first translations of 
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Martinus into English (Påske and Logik), which were made via Esperanto. 
We can take as an example the translation of Logik. The time factor is not 
as great as in Biblical translation and we do not have the problem of the 
source language being extinct. Logik was written in 1938, translated into 
Esperanto in 1962 and into English from Esperanto in 1967.

From Chapter 37:
Original Danish:

Er der da slet ingen Forskel paa Seksualisme og Kærlighed? − Nej, 
i Grundprincippet eksisterer ingen Forskel.

Esperanto translation:
ĉu do tute ne ekzistas diferenco inter amo kaj sekseco? − Ne, 
ilia baze principo estas la samo.

Here the translator has changed the order of “seksualisme og kærlighed” til 
“kærlighed og seksualisme” but this involves no change in meaning. This 
change in order has not been carried over to the English translation, but 
“amo” (“kærlighed”) has been mistranslated.

English translation:
Is there then no difference between sexual and nonsexual love? 
No, their basic principle is the same.

The mistranslation in the English version (sexual and non-sexual love instead 
of for example sexuality and love) seems to have crept in in the last link in 
the process, that is in the translation from Esperanto to English. The mis
translation is fairly catastrophic because in translating kærlighed as non-
sexual love, chapters 32–57 (approx.) are rendered almost unintelligible, 
the point being that kærlighed is seen as an expression of sexuality, albeit a 
very different one than that of forelskelse.

The problems here are complex. Partly the lack of good English equiva
lents that would clearly distinguish between forelskelse and kærlighed 
(love and love does not get us very far; falling/being in love for the former 
is a possibility but the verb falling/being makes for clumsiness in com
pound words such as forelskelsesenergi, foreslskelsestilstand, forelskelses-
object, forelskelsessympati and, would you believe it, forelskelseskærlighed  
(Livets Bog, vol.5, 1947:2109). To this may be added the problem of de
ciding between falling and being in each individual case, both sometimes 
being appropriate or necessary.

The problem may be due to insufficient knowledge of Martinus’ writings 
and to cultural differences. The translator, not perhaps being acquainted with 
the extensive analysis of sexuality in Livets Bog, Vol.5, and coming from 
Britain where “one does not talk about such things”, may be unwilling or 
unable to accept that kærlighed (as in næstekærlighed, alkærlighed etc.) has 
anything to do with sexuality.

It is clear that “no translator can escape being coloured by his own 
time, and it is wrong to try too hard to cut free from this influence.” (Nida 
1964:148) But it is the responsibility of the Martinus Institute and the 
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translators that work for it to see to it that the translators translate exactly 
what is written, even if they would prefer to see something else through their 
culturally coloured glasses: 

Vi må på en eller anden måde sørge for, at oversætteren skriver 
nøjagtigt, hvad der står, uanset om han selv mener noget an
det. 

In one way or another we must see to it that the translator writes 
exactly what is written, irrespective of the fact that he thinks 
something else. (Minutes of council meeting 03.07.79 quoted 
in Samarbejdsstrukturen p.103)

This, however, leaves untouched the question of what it means to translate 
“exactly what is written”, a theme taken up by André Stroobant of Amster
dam University in his article “At oversætte hvad der står” (1994).

I en god oversættelse kan man finde overenskomst mellem kil
desprogteksten og målsprogteksten på de forholdsvis små tek
stenheders niveau, dvs. på ordgruppernes og sætningsledenes 
niveau. Udeladelser og tilføjelser af små enheder forekommer 
og er tilladt.

In a good translation one can find correspondence between the 
source language text and the target language text at the level of 
relatively small units of text, that is, at the level of word groups 
and parts of sentences. Omissions and additions of small units 
occur and are permitted. (My underlining)

Here the question of linguistic transformation is taken up. He mentions four 
categories: (1) transfers, every language having its own syntax, i.e. rules for 
word order. These transfers are usually carried out automatically by the ex
perienced translator; (2) changes, such as grammatical changes, changes in 
word class, syntactic changes (e.g. subject becomes object), lexical changes 
(a more concrete term may be needed in the target language); (3) additions, 
where one or two explanatory words are added to close a cultural gap; and 
(4) omissions, where, for example, a whole clause may be replaced by a 
single word.

Here Stroobant seems to agree with W. Fulke’s criticism of misguided lite
ralism: they construct “... many imperfect sentences ... because you will not 
seem to add that which in translation is no addition, but a true translation”. 
(Fulke 1843:552 quoted in Pedersen 1987:18). Fulke goes on to point out 
the differences between languages that exclude wordforword translation.

The relationship of the translator to the source and receptor languages
Ideally one should translate from an acquired language into one’s mother 
tongue. (Nida 1964:150) As previously mentioned, exceptions to this can of 
course be made when no competent translators are available. See for example 
the translation of: Den Ideelle Føde via Esperanto to Japanese, Åndsviden-
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skabens Nødvendighed via English to Russian, seven of Martinus’ books 
via Esperanto to Czech, Livets Bog via Swedish to SerboCroatian and the 
translation of Logik mentioned above. Esperanto seems to serve well as a 
bridge between national languages — probably better than another national 
language would because national languages require the use of culturally con
ditioned idioms and the like. The Esperanto translators cannot, of course, 
translate into their mother tongue but translate typically from their mother 
tongue to the acquired language.

Basic requirements for the translator
A satisfactory knowledge of the source language is the first and most obvious 
requirement of any translator. Even more important than this, according to 
Nida, is complete control of the receptor language. (1964:150) 

Certainly the most numerous and serious errors made by trans
lators arise primarily from their lack of thorough knowledge of 
the receptor language. (Nida 1964:150)

Bates, however, with some justice argues the point that complete control of 
a language is impossible.

A knowledge of English ... would mean acquiring a poet’s Eng
lish, a journalist’s, a professor’s, a scientist’s ... the English of 
districts, of occupations, of classes etc. (1936:109 quoted in 
Pedersen 1987:38)

The level of control of the receptor language will, nonetheless, have a decisive 
effect on the competence of the bilingual informant.

The translator must also have a thorough acquaintance with the subject 
matter concerned (Limaye, 1955 quoted in Nida 1964:151), a point of view 
shared by Martinus:

Det forudsættes, at en oversætter af Martinus værker først gen-
nemlæser en stor del af værket og sætter sig ind i dette verdens-
billede, og dernæst arbejder så meget med terminologien, at der 
er stor sikkerhed for, at den kan gennemføres konsekvent og 
gennemgående. 

It is presupposed that a translator of Martinus’ works first reads 
a major part of the work and makes him- or herself conversant 
with this world picture, and then works so much with the ter-
minology as to guarantee that it can be translated consistently. 
(Samarbejdsstrukturen p. 104)

Nida further quotes Justin O’Brien (1959:85) as saying:

One should never translate anything one does not admire ... a 
natural affinity should exist between translator and translated.
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Nida is also of the opinion that it is not the business of the translator to excel 
the writer (1964:151), a point of view also shared by Martinus:

Hvis noget er skrevet primitivt, så skal det blive stående primitivt. 
Folk må gerne se, at jeg ikke er særlig belæst. 

If something is written in a primitive way, it must be left primitive. 
People are welcome to see that I am not particularly well read. 
(Minutes of council meeting 13.01.76 quoted in Samarbejds-
strukturen p. 102)

Nida continues:

In translating the Bible, most outstanding translators have also in
sisted upon a further requirement, namely, a devout recognition of 
dependence upon divine grace. This element has been repeatedly 
noted in the attitudes of such translators as Jerome, Wycliffe, 
Luther, and Tyndale, and is expressly set forth as a prerequisite 
by Frederick C. Grant (1950:149): “The translator should not 
only make use of the best scientific philology and exegesis, but 
also invoke and rely upon divine grace for the fulfilment of his 
task.” (Nida 1964:152)

We see this attitude too in the translators’ preface to the translation of the 
King James version of the Bible:

And now at last, by the mercy of God, and the continuance of 
our labours, it [the translation] has been brought unto such a 
conclusion, as that ...

The conscientious translator of Martinus might do well to follow Grant’s 
advice. Having mobilised all his intellectual resources, his affinity for and 
loyalty to the author and his sense of style, some divine inspiration would 
not go amiss, particularly since the subject matter to be translated more 
often than not lies outside the direct (as opposed to theoretical) experience 
of the translator.

The motives of the translator
Perhaps the motives or combinations of motives of translators are as varied 
and numerous as translators themselves. (Nida 1964:152) A translator may 
be motivated by a sincere humanitarian purpose, namely, to convey an impor
tant message in an intelligible form. Such a motivation has dominated Bible 
translation and may well dominate the translation of Martinus, money rarely 
being the motive since most of the translation work is done on a voluntary 
basis. Motives of vanity, fame and the like cannot be entirely ruled out, but 
here Martinus encourages a more humble attitude. In Samarbjdsstrukturen 
Chapter 8, which is entitled “Medarbejdere”, he describes the balance de
sirable in a coworker (including a translator) as follows:
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... “ligevægtsvæsenerne” ... er blottet for alt begær efter at ville 
brillere. De er væsener, der er stilfærdige, sympatiske og forstå
ende over for alt og alle. De er væsener, der har let ved at tie 
stille, når andre er alt for ivrige efter at vise deres kundskab. De 
er væsener, der ikke på nogen måde ønsker magt og berømelse. 
De er væsener, der allerhelst vil leve ukendt og ubemærket og 
kun kommer offentligt frem i sådanne tilfælde, hvor ikke for
fængelighed, men pligtfølelse kalder dem ... 

 ... “balanced beings” ... have no desire to shine. They are beings 
who are quiet, sympathetic and understanding towards everything 
and everyone. They are beings that can easily remain silent when 
others are far too eager to show their knowledge. They are beings 
who in no way want power or fame. They are beings who prefer 
to live unknown and unnoticed, and seek public attention only 
when duty, not vanity, calls them ... (Omkring mine kosmiske 
analyser [Around my Cosmic Analyses], Chapter 19 quoted in 
Samarbejdsstrukturen p. 60) 

The various combinations of experience and motivation produce different 
types of translators, which have been summarised in three main categories 
by Nabokov (1941:161):

1) the scholar, who certainly commits fewer blunders than the 
drudge, but who must have, in addition to learning and diligence, 
some imagination and style if he is to do a good job;
2) the wellmeaning hack, who laboriously strings words, phra
ses, and sentences together in intelligible, but stylistically barren, 
ways; and
3) the professional writer, who, on the one hand, may miss the 
point in his translation because he lacks the scholar’s insight, 
or, on the other, may tend to dress up the real author to look 
like himself.

The translator as pioneer, midwife or teammate
Nida summarises that

the ideal role of the translator calls for a person who has com
plete knowledge of both source and receptor languages, intimate 
acquaintance with the subject matter, effective empathy with 
the original author and the content, and stylistic facility in the 
receptor language. (Nida 1964:153)

Such an ideal set of abilities is, however, rarely found, and the essential ele
ments in the role of the translator must often be distributed between several 
people in various ways. Nida describes three principal ways: 1) as pioneer, 
2) as midwife, and 3) as teammate.

When functioning as a “pioneer” the translator makes a basic translation, 
largely without the help of others, even though he lacks complete mastery of 
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the source language. He reads the translation aloud to native speakers, and 
uses their feedback to improve the translation. This procedure has been and 
is used by missionaries translating the Bible into languages that have as yet 
no written form or literary tradition − not a situation currently relevant to 
the translation of Martinus but one that could arise in the future.

The “midwife” role is seen when the socalled translator serves as a 
specialist or resource person in matters of interpretation and of language, 
while the native speakers themselves do the translating.

In the “teammate” role, the translator may share more or less equally with 
others the responsibility for the form of the message in the receptor language. 
For example, one person may interpret the meaning of the sourcelanguage 
message, another may suggest the equivalent rendering in the receptor lan
guage, and a third may be responsible for style.

The “teammate” role is currently widely used among translators of Mar
tinus, the various members of the teams exerting some degree of “content 
control” and a considerable degree of “stylistic control” on the translation 
(terms borrowed from Cay Dollerup's Control of interlingual mediation in 
practice: Denmark as a case study, 1987).

Dangers of subjectivity in translating

No translator can avoid a certain degree of personal involvement 
in his work. His way of interpreting and translating the text will 
be influenced by his overall empathy with author and message, 
or his lack of it. (Nida 1964:154)

History has seen the wilful distortion of texts for political, social and religious 
purposes. Martinus has, however, requested that no changes whatsoever be 
made in his texts, not even in translation:

Det blev igen fastslået, at bortset fra åbenlyse trykfejl, (f.eks. 
invidid/individ), må der ikke ændres i værkerne uden Martinus’ 
personlige medvirken. Martinus mener i øvrigt, at der næppe 
er grund til at rette noget som helst. Denne mening blev klart 
tilkendegivet, efter at der var blevet fremlagt enkelte eksempler, 
hvor der fra forskellig side havde været tvivl om rigtigheden. 
Martinus ville dog gerne se nærmere på en liste over tilfælde, 
hvor læsere kan være i tvivl om rigtigheden i teksten. Martinus 
udtalte klart, at såfremt han efter at have set nærmere på sagen 
fandt grund til at ændre enkelte ting, ville han naturligvis rette 
dem, men han var helt sikker på, der kun kunne være tale om 
ganske enkelte ting. Det blev fastslået som helt ufravigeligt, at 
der ikke må foretages rettelser, heller ikke ved oversættelse, uden 
Martinus’ medvirken. 

It was again made clear that apart from obvious printing errors 
(e.g. invidid/individ) no changes must be made in the works 
without Martinus’ personal participation. Moreover, Martinus 
believed that it was unlikely that there were grounds for changing 
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anything. This opinion was clearly expressed after he was pre-
sented with a few examples of places where there was doubt 
about accuracy. Martinus, however, was happy to take a closer 
look at a list of places where the reader could doubt the accuracy 
of the text. Martinus stated clearly that if, after having had a 
closer look at the matter, he found reason to change a few things, 
he would naturally correct them, but was quite sure that there 
could be only very few things. It was made clear that absolutely 
no changes may be made in the original text or in translation 
(my underlining) without Martinus’ participation. (Minutes of 
a Minutes of council meeting 16.03.76 quoted in Sarmarbejds
strukturen [The Structure of Cooperation] p.102). 

There are several problems with this: (1) that Martinus is no longer alive to 
ask, (2) that not all his original manuscripts are in the institute’s possession, 
and (3) that no translator with any respect for his own language could allow 
in his translation a flaw “equivalent” to a flaw in the original Danish. The 
following can serve as an example of (3):

Den [intellektualiserede følelse eller næstekærlighed] begynder 
altså at udvikle sig i dyreriget og forvandler sig til det færdi
ge menneske.(Det Evige Verdensbillede, Vol.2 (1964) 2. udg. 
1993:17)

Which translates literally as:
It [intellectualised feeling or neighbourly love] thus begins to 
develop in the animal kingdom and transforms it/itself into the 
finished human being.

Here I, in my translation of 1995, have taken the liberty of changing sig to 
“the being”, sig (=it/itself) seemingly illogical. Time may, however, prove 
me wrong.

It [intellectualised feeling or neighbourly love] thus begins to 
develop in the animal kingdom and transforms the being into 
the finished human being. (The Eternal World Picture, vol. 2. 
1995:16

There is general agreement that the following is an example of a wrong 
word:

De hvide og violette felter på dette afsnit udgør som nævnt de 
levende væseners jeg og underbevidsthed. (Det Evige Verdensbil-
lede, Vol.1 1963:23)

Here it is quite clear from the text before and after this sentence that un-
derbevidsthed (subconsciousness) is wrong, and that Martinus means over-
bevidsthed (superconsciousness). This has been corrected in the English 
translation of 1969 where the sentence is rendered as follows:
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The white and violet fields in the section constitute, as mentioned, 
the living beings’ “I” and superconsciousness.

According to Martinus’ guidelines in Samarbejdsstrukturen such a correction 
can be made but only if accompanied by a footnote, since the case is not 
always as clear as this one. 

Ved de enkelte steder i værkerne, hvor der er grund til at mene, 
der er fejl, kan rådet sætte en fodnote.

The council can indicate the few places in the works where there 
is reason the believe that there is a mistake with a footnote. 
(Samarbejdsstrukturen p.103)

Note that it is the council of the Martinus Institute that has to take respon
sibility for the correction, if any, not the individual translator, thus guaran
teeing some degree of intersubjectivity. In practice, however, the translators 
are the best faultfinders since they read the text so carefully. Having found 
the suspected error the translator has then to present it to the council for 
comment.

One could easily see errors where what is written collides with one’s own 
perception of life. As Nida writes:

... most instances of undue alteration of an original are not the 
result of any conscious desire to modify or to distort the message, 
but rather of unconscious personality traits which influence a 
person’s work in subtle and seemingly innocent ways. These are 
particularly evident when a translator feels inclined to improve 
on the original, correct apparent errors, or defend a personal 
preference by slanting his choice of words ... 

The dangers of subjectivity in translating are directly proportiona
te to the potential emotional involvement of the translator of the 
passage ... for religious texts it may be rather great, since religion 
is concerned with the deepest and most universal value systems. 
In some instances it is the translator’s own sense of insecurity 
which makes it difficult for him to let the document speak for 
itself, and in other instances a lack of humility may prompt him 
to translate without consulting the opinions of those who have 
studied such texts more fully than himself. (Nida 1964:155)

Martinus’ works present the same problem of potential emotional involve
ment of the translator. Here it is advisable for the translator to recognise 
the need for not only the qualifications mentioned above but also as full 
an awareness of himself as possible (full awareness being unattainable for 
most) − his weaknesses, strengths and potentialities.

For the translator “Know thyself!” has unusually applicable significance. 
(Nida 1964:155)

According to Nida “translating involves one of the most complex intellec
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tual challenges known to mankind” (Nida 1964:155). The growing need for 
effective communication beyond the barriers of national languages has given 
the translator a position of new and strategic importance. Good translation 
ethics demands the careful use of this newfound importance.

III. PRINCIPLES OF CORRESPONDENCE
Martinus wanted us to translate as precisely as possible. His guidelines for 
translators include the following:

Generelle retningslinjer for oversættelserne 
Hovedmål

Gengive indholdet meningsmæssigt korrekt og fuldstændigt•	
Anvende klart og korrekt sprog ...•	
Oversætte sætning for sætning•	
Ikke blande sætninger sammen•	
Eventuelt dele visse meget lange sætninger•	
Konsekvent bruge gennemgående terminologi ...•	

Øvrige retningslinjer
Bibelcitater oversættes korrekt, og så vidt muligt efter en og samme •	

 bibeludgave
Oversætte bevingede ord bevinget•	
Gengive sprogform og stil i mulig udstrækning (Samarbejdsstruk- •	

 turen p.104)

General guidelines for translations 
Main objectives

Reproduce the sense of the content correctly and completely•	
Use clear and correct language…•	
Translate sentence by sentence•	
Do not mix sentences•	
Certain very long sentences can be divided•	
Use consistent terminology•	

Other guidelines
Translate quotations from the Bible correctly and as far as possible •	

 from one and the same edition of the Bible
Translate proverbial expressions proverbially•	
Reproduce the linguistic form and style as far as possible. (Sam- •	

 arbejdsstrukturen p.104)

However, “since no two languages are identical, either in the meanings 
given to corresponding symbols or in the ways in which such symbols are 
arranged in phrases and sentences, it stands to reason that there can be no 
absolute correspondence between languages. Hence there can be no fully 
exact translations.” (Nida 1964:156) Nida goes on to say that
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Differences in translations can generally be accounted for by 
three basic factors in translating: (1) the nature of the message, 
(2) the purpose or purposes of the author and, by proxy, of the 
translator, and (3) the type of audience. (Nida 1964:156)

Since no fully exact translation is possible one has to consider whether to 
prioritise the form or the content, the accuracy of the translation or the aes
thetics of it, if both parts of each pair cannot be satisfied at the same time.

Two basic orientations in translating
There being “no such things as identical equivalents” (Belloc 1931a and 
b:37) one must seek to find the closest possible equivalents. Nida, presenting 
the very old dilemma of wordbyword vs. ‘free’ translation in new termi
nology, describes two fundamentally different types of equivalence: formal 
equivalence and dynamic equivalence. (Pedersen 1988:18)

Formal equivalence focuses attention on the message itself, in 
both form and content.” (Nida 1964:159) 

Here one is concerned with such correspondences as poetry to poetry, sen
tence to sentence, and concept to concept. The message in the target language 
is closely compared with the message in the source language to determine 
standards of accuracy.

In contrast to this Nida describes “dynamic equivalence” as “the principle 
of equivalent effect” (Rieu and Phillips, 1954). Here one is concerned not so 
much with matching the targetlanguage message with the sourcelanguage 
message but with the dynamic relationship between the two. A dynamically 
equivalent translation “aims at complete naturalness of expression, and tries 
to relate the receptor to modes of behaviour relevant within the context of 
his own culture”. (Nida 1964:159) 

Between the two poles of translating (i.e. between strict for
mal equivalence and complete dynamic equivalence) there are a 
number of intervening grades, representing various acceptable 
standards of literary translating. (Nida 1964:160) 

The last fifty years or so have seen “a marked shift of emphasis from the 
formal to the dynamic dimension”. (Nida 1964:160) One of the tasks of the 
translator of Martinus’ works is to find which “intervening grade” provides 
the most appropriate balance between faithfulness to Martinus’ original and 
to demands of the target language and culture.

Linguistic and cultural distance
In any discussion of equivalence three different types of relatedness have to be 
taken into account: (1) a translation between languages that are closely related 
both linguistically and culturally (e.g. Danish and Swedish), (2) between langua
ges that are linguistically distant from one another but culturally closely related 
(e.g. Swedish and Finnish), and (3) between languages that are both linguistically 
and culturally different from one another (e.g. Danish and Zulu).
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Where the linguistic and cultural distances are least, one would expect 
the least number of serious problems. One has, however, to be aware of 
“false friends”, that is words that seem to be equivalent but are not always 
so, e.g. the word rolig in Danish and Swedish.

When cultures are related but the languages are quite different, the trans
lator has to make many formal shifts in the translation. Cultural similarities 
ease the problem by providing “a series of parallelisms of content” (Nida 
1964:161). Cultural differences cause many more severe complications for 
the translator than do differences in language structure.

To this one could add, however, that Martinus’ works are relatively free 
of specifically Danish cultural references. There are very few but notable 
exceptions, namely, references to H.C. Andersen and The Emperor’s New 
Clothes in Vejen til indvielse [The Road to Initiation] (1980 edition, pages 
1415 and page 26), references to events in Denmark immediately following 
the second world war (Freden [Peace], article in KOSMOS 1945, nos.510 
and Hvorfor skal man tilgive sin næste [Why one ought to forgive one’s 
neighbour], in the book Verdensreligion og verdenspolitik [World Religion 
and World Politics], 1979 edition, page 78) and references to the Vikings 
and Nordic mythology (Valhalla, the hammer of Thor etc.) in Den længst 
levende afgud [The Longest Surviving Idol] (1969).

Apart from these and a few other cultural references (e.g. references 
to juleaften [Literally: Christmas Eve], which would have to be explained 
or translated as Christmas Day for Englishspeaking celebrators of 25th 
December rather than 24th), the foreign reader learns very little about 
Danish culture from reading one of Denmark’s more prolific writers. There 
are, however, countless references to Christ, Christianity and the Bible and 
some references to Buddha and Mohammed, but these are not specifically 
Danish cultural references but belong to a larger, though not worldwide, 
cultural area. 

Martinus was conscious that he was not writing for Danes alone; his works 
were from the outset intended to be translated into as many languages as 
at all possible. His sparse use of specifically Danish cultural references and 
idioms eases the task of translators from other cultures to a considerable 
extent.

By comparison Martinus’ Erindringer [Memoirs] (1986) absolutely  
abounds with cultural references, some of which can be difficult for the foreign 
translator to trace. When Martinus was about 70 years old he got the idea 
of writing his memoirs, but he saw that he would not have time to do so. 
He therefore recorded his memoirs on tape, prompted by the questions of 
some of his oldest friends. The resulting six hours of recordings were then 
transcribed, edited by the publisher and published posthumously in 1986 
as a 202 page work that is characterised by transcribed direct speech and 
a wealth of cultural references not found in Martinus’ other books. There 
are many references to country life in Denmark at the turn of the century, 
to dairies and dairy equipment, to obscure folk remedies for burns (”I stedet 
blev en karl sendt til apoteket efter æggeolie ...page 35), to the beginnings 
of photography, to place names and addresses in Denmark, to life in the 
Royal Danish Navy, to Tivoli, the Apollo Theatre, Magasin du Nord and 
so on. In other words, a book quite different to the rest of his output. Here 
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the difficulties of finding cultural equivalents are considerable and many 
formal transformations have to be made. Since the text is already edited 
from a taperecording and is thus not, unlike the rest of his output, what 
Newmark would call a “sacred text” (Newmark 1988:40), one can feel a 
little freer with the formal structure of the sentences, paragraphs and so on. 
Here one can, with a clear conscience, aim at a text that is more situationally 
equivalent than formally equivalent to the original.

Definitions of translating – letter versus spirit

Whatever treatise on the art of translation we look at, the same 
dichotomy is stated: as between “letter” and “spirit”, “word” 
and “sense”. (After Babel, G. Steiner, 1975:262)

No proper definition of translation can avoid the basic difficulties 
of tension between form and content and the conflict between 
formal and dynamic equivalences. (Nida 1964:161) 

There is an increasing recognition of the fact that adherence to the letter 
may kill the spirit — especially in poetical works. 

But all translating, whether of poetry or prose must be concerned 
also with the response of the receptor; hence the ultimate pur
pose of the translation, in terms of its impact upon its intended 
audience, is a fundamental factor in any evaluation of translati
ons. This reason underlies Leonard Forster’s definition (1958:6) 
of a good translation as ‘one which fulfils the same purpose in 
the new language as the original did in the language in which it 
was written’.” (Nida 1964:162) 

E.E. Milligan (1957), arguing the case for sense rather than words, points 
out that unless a translation communicates, i.e. makes sense to the receptor, 
it has not justified its existence.

Nida states that:

If a translation is to meet the four basic requirements of (1) ma
king sense, (2) conveying the spirit and manner of the original, (3) 
having a natural and easy form of expression and (4) producing 
a similar response, it is obvious that at certain points the conflict 
between content and form (or meaning and manner) will be acute, 
and that one or the other must give way. In general, translators 
are agreed that, when there is no happy compromise, meaning 
must have priority over style. (Nida 1964:164)

As an example of the latter André Stroobant cites “at forgifte verdensgenlø
serens spor” [“to poison the trail of the world redeemer”] (from Martinus: 
Omkring min missions fødsel [On the Birth of my Mission], 1942): 
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Det har vi til syvende og sidst oversat ... ordret. Det lyder mærkeligt, men 
det er et fint billede på, hvad man må forestille sig, der sker. 

In the end we translated this literally. It sounds strange but it provides a 
good picture of what one may imagine happening. (At oversætte hvad der 
star [On translating what is written], Haag, 1994)

Principles governing formal equivalence
A formally equivalent translation is basically sourceoriented; that is, it is 
designed to reveal as much as possible of the form and content of the ori
ginal message. (Nida 1964:165) It “attempts to reproduce several formal 
elements including; (1) grammatical units, (2) consistency in word usage, 
and (3) meanings in terms of the source context. The reproduction of gram
matical units may consist in: (a) translating nouns by nouns, verbs by verbs, 
etc.; (b) keeping all phrases and sentences intact (i.e. not splitting up and 
readjusting the units); and (c) preserving all formal indicators, e.g. marks of 
punctuation, paragraph breaks etc. Adjustments in idioms are usually ruled 
out in such a translation.

Principles governing dynamic equivalence
In dynamically equivalent translations the focus of attention is directed, 
not so much towards the source message, as towards the receptor response. 
Dynamically equivalent translation can be defined as “ ‘the closest natural 
equivalent to the sourcelanguage message.’ This type of definition con
tains three essential terms: (1) equivalent, which points toward the source
language message, (2) natural, which points toward the receptor language, 
and (3) closest, which binds the two orientations together on the basis of 
the highest degree of approximation.” (Nida 1964:166) Here the word 
natural applies to three areas of the communication process; “for a natural 
rendering must fit (1) the receptor language and culture as a whole, (2) the 
context of the particular message, and (3) the receptorlanguage audience.” 
(Nida 1964:167)

A natural translation involves two principal areas of adaptation, namely 
grammar and lexicon (i.e. terms relating to a specific subject). Grammatical 
changes are made rather easily since one is obliged to make such adjustments 
as shifting word order, using verbs in place of nouns, and substituting nouns 
for pronouns. 

Lexical problems that can arise in the translation of Martinus can stem 
from the fact that Martinus is compelled to use words from current Danish 
in a symbolic way:

... en åndsforsker eller forfatter, der skal skildre erfaringer eller 
problemer, der ligger uden for den materielle zone og følgelig 
også uden for det gængse sprog ... må ... låne ord fra sproget, 
der oprindelig er udtryk for materielle realiteter, og benytte disse 
som udtryk for åndelige problemer. Men at udtrykke sig ved 
sådanne lånte ord, der oprindelig er udtryk for noget ganske 
andet end det, man tilsigter, er jo det samme som at udtrykke 
sig symbolsk. 
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… a spiritual researcher or writer who is to describe experiences 
or problems that lie outside the material zone and consequently 
outside current language … must … borrow words from the 
language that originally expressed material realities, and used 
them to express spiritual problems. But expressing oneself with 
such borrowed words, which originally express something other 
than what one is aiming at, is of course the same as expressing 
oneself symbolically. (KOSMOS 1933, no.6, pages 4–5 quoted 
in Samarbejdsstrukturen: 98)

Examples of the symbolic use of language can be seen in the following:

Alle levende væseners evner og anlæg bliver altså i form af ta
lentkerner overført til væsenets nye fysiske organisme i en ny 
fysisk tilværelse.

All living beings’ abilities and talents are thus, in the form of 
talent kernels, transferred to the being’s new physical organism in 
a new physical existence. (Det Evige Verdensbillede [The Eternal 
World Picture], vol. 2 (1964), 1st English edition 1996:9)

Da det ufærdige menneske er et væsen, i hvem den modsatte 
pol, altså den feminine i manden og den maskuline i kvinden, er 
under udvikling, og væsenet således er et begyndende dobbelt
polet væsen, bliver dets daglige liv og væremåde en tilsvarende 
blanding af énpolede og dobbeltpolede manifestationer. (, bind 
3 (1968), 2.udgave 1995:103.)

Since the unfinished human is a being in whom the opposite pole, 
that is the feminine pole in the man and the masculine pole in the 
woman, is developing, and the being is thus an incipient double
poled being, its daily life and way of being is a corresponding 
mixture of onepoled and doublepoled manifestation. (Det Evige 
Verdensbillede [The Eternal World Picture[, vol. 3 (1968) 1st 
English edition 1999:104.)

A question of true equivalence
The fact that any translation involves a change in form, and thereby to some 
extent a change in meaning (Pedersen 1987:94), leads one to question the 
very existence of true equivalence. Ogden and Richards (1923:90) claim that 
“it is extremely unlikely that any two references will ever be strictly similar” 
(quoted in Pedersen 1987:94). They can, however, be sufficiently similar for 
“functionally adequate” communication to take place. Formal equivalence 
demands that the TLtext has the same content as the SLtext, a reasonable 
demand if the unit of translation is big enough − the word being often too 
small a unit (cf. idioms, collocations and the like). Its demand for the same 
word order, word class, grammatical constructions and form presumes, 
however, structural similarity not always found between SL and TL.
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Dynamic equivalence presents problems too, one of them being the diffi
culty in determining what effect the original text actually had on the original 
SLpublic (particularly but not exclusively where older texts are concerned) 
and, from that, constructing a translation with the same effect in every detail 
on a modern TLpublic

Der kan naturligvis ikke i nogen streng forstand være tale om 
at opnå samme effekt på TL som på SL, når både publikum og 
budskab er forskellige fra SL til TL − men tilhængere af dynamisk 
ækvivalens er da også tilfredse med mindre ... 

There cannot of course in any strict sense be talk of achieving 
the same effect in TL as in SL when both the audience and the 
message are different from SL to TL − but followers of dynamic 
equivalence are also satisfied with less… (Pedersen 1987:97).

Where the Bible translator may be satisfied if the reader becomes a believer 
and convert, the translator of Martinus may be satisfied if the translation 
lives up to Martinus' intention:

Livets Bog ... vil derimod ... kun have til opgave at lede Sand-
hedssøgeren til Forstaaelsen af den daglige Oplevelse af Livet ... 
som identisk med en, for ham selv særligt tilpasset, og af For
synet udløst direkte Korrespondance, en Korrespondance, som 
det paagældende Individ, efterhaanden ... vil blive i Stand til at 
reflektere paa ligesaa let, som det nu er i Stand til at reflektere 
paa et med sig jævnbyrdigt Medvæsens Korrespondance. 

The purpose of Livets Bog … is … to guide the seeker-after-truth 
to the understanding of the daily experience of life … as being 
identical with a communication released by Providence and 
especially adapted to him personally, a communication that the 
individual in question will gradually … be able to reflect on just 
as easily as he is now able to reflect on a communication with 
his equal fellow beings. (Martinus Livets Bog, Vol. 1, 1932:14
15, English ed. 1987:15)

Here it is important that the translator’s intention is the same as the author’s, 
a view not always supported by translation theorists (e.g. Cary and Jumpelt 
(1963: 120 & 129) and Albertsen (1972:70)).

The crux of the matter
The central difficulty with equivalence is its complete reliance on the socalled 
competent bilingual informant’s subjective comparison of SL and TLtexts 
(Pedersen 1987:98), a view supported by Catford:

The discovery of textual equivalents is based on the authority of a 
competent bilingual informant or translator. (Catford 1965:27)
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Discussion of the role and competence of this informant is lacking in both 
Catford and his predecessor Matthew Arnold. One can, however, secure a 
practical level of intersubjectivity by using a panel of more or less competent 
bilingual informants and specialists in the subject matter being translated 
(cf. Nida’s “teammate” principle).

Unit of translation
The smaller the unit of translation the closer one approaches formal equiva
lence. The modern tendency is, however, towards the sentence as the most 
appropriate unit of translation. This is, according to Pedersen (1987:100), 
for the most part a serviceable solution. In the case of Martinus’ works, 
however, it is important to bear in mind an overview of the collected works 
when solving terminological problems, e.g. the term parringsdrift [literally: 
copulatory/mating/sexual drive or urge] crops up in Livets Bog, vol.1 , but in 
Livets Bog, vol.5 Martinus differs between and defines in more detail what he 
means by parringsdrift and seksueldrift [sexual drive]. If you have translated 
parringsdrift as sexual drive in volume one, you may run into problems when 
you get to volume five. A “correct” or consistent translation of volume one 
would therefore depend on some knowledge of volume five.

An illusion bites the dust
We can see from the above that complete equivalence is an illusion. The 
distinction between socalled formal and dynamic equivalence is, nonethe
less, a useful one.

Areas of tension between formally equivalent and dynamically equivalent 
translations

In view of the fact that formally equivalent and dynamically 
equivalent translations represent polar distinctions, it is quite 
understandable that there are certain areas of tension between 
them. (Nida 1964:171) 

Nida identifies three principal areas of tension: (1) formal and functional 
equivalents, (2) optional and obligatory equivalents, and (3) rate of deco
dability. I will confine myself here to discussing the first two points.

There are four principal means of dealing with problems arising out of 
conflicts between formal and functional equivalents: (1) one may place a 
term for the formal equivalent in the text of the translation and describe the 
function in a footnote (as with the æggeolie [literally: egg oil] from Martinus’ 
Erindringer [Memoirs] mentioned above), (2) one may place the functional 
equivalent in the text, with or without identifying the formal reference in 
the margin (det femte bud in Danish becomes the sixth commandment in 
English. Alternatively one can translate it as the fifth commandment and 
add a footnote about the Lutheran numbering of the commandments in the 
Danish edition of the Bible (Sørensen 1991:77), a practice that I prefer since 
it lessens confusion in international study groups where people typically 
read different language translations of the same book but discuss them in 
a common language), (3) one may use a borrowed term, with or without a 
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descriptive classifier, (Livets Bog or Livets Bog (The Book of Life)), (4) it is 
possible to use descriptive expressions employing only words of the target 
language (nisse could perhaps become Christmas pixie or elf).

Languages differ most in what they must convey, not in what they 
may convey. (Roman Jakobsen quoted in Brower 1966:236) 

The obligatory categories of various languages impose serious restrictions 
on the extent to which corresponding expressions can be made fully equiva
lent. For example it can sometimes be impossible to see from the immediate 
context whether the word liv in Danish is singular or plural, especially since 
we are dealing with a world picture that supports reincarnation. In English, 
however, one must decide between life or lives. 

Men samtidigt med væsenernes oplevelse af livsfacitterne begyn
der de også her at opleve salighedsriget, hvilket vil sige: oplevelse 
af deres erindringer fra deres liv i den fysiske verden. 

But concurrent with the beings’ experience of the principles of 
life, they also begin to experience the kingdom of bliss here, 
which means, the experience of the memories of their lives in 
the physical world. (The Eternal World Picture, volume 2, 1964, 
1st English edition 1996:18)

There are also situations in which one must indicate in the target language 
something nonexistent in the source message. For example det væsentlige 
has to be rendered by something like the important aspect/factor/thing. 
Singular and plural can also be a problem. The title of Martinus’ article 
Gennem dødens port, where port is singular, has been pluralised in both 
English and French (Through the gates of death and Les portes de la mort), 
the word gate in English not sounding grand enough for the entrance to 
the hereafter. Nor does English permit a distinction between the informal 
and formal forms of address (du and De) as does Danish (see examples in 
Martinus’ Erindringer [Memoirs]).

Conclusion
Nida clearly prefers dynamic equivalence (1964:192) and states that “formally 
equivalent translations tend to distort the message more than dynamically 
equivalent translations ...”.

I would agree with him that seemingly faithful translations can involve 
serious distortions but would argue that dynamically equivalent translations 
too far removed from formally equivalent solutions are not always appro
priate. Martinus’ texts are so innovative, the thoughts expressed often so 
new and unusual for most translators that the limitations of their subjectivity 
in finding dynamic equivalents must be borne in mind. 

We may, however, “translate what is written” without losing contact 
with our readership and becoming one of Fulke’s misguided literalists. With 
many formal adjustments and forced choices between “clumsiness or loss 
of information” (Pedersen 1988:17), where Martinus would clearly prefer 
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clumsiness, we can hope to achieve a “more or less ‘equivalent’ TLreference 
to the same extralinguistic situation or phenomenon as the SLtext referred 
to”. (Pedersen 1988:13)
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An Annotated Translation into 
English of excerpts from  

Det Tredie Testamente − Livets 
Bog by Martinus

The Science of Translation Module 4 – Examination paper, University of Copenhagen, 
Summer1996

INTRODUCTION
The Danish writer Martinus (1890–1981) entitled his collected works Det 
Tredie Testamente (The Third Testament). This comprises 42 books and 
about 250 articles, and includes his main 2927page work Livets Bog (The 
Book of Life) in 7 volumes, which was published in Danish between the years 
1932 (vol.1) and 1960 (vol.7). Only the first volume is currently available 
in English.

The structure of Livets Bog
As Livets Bog is such a large work the reader or translator may find difficulty 
in getting an immediate overview of it. Its 2927 pages are divided between 7 
volumes, which are in turn divided into 4 main sections (which are in their 
turn divided into 16 chapters) plus a preface and a postscript. The book 
(excluding the Efterskrift [Postscript]) is further divided into 2664 numbered 
sections, each with its own subtitle. It is illustrated by 12 symbols drawn 
and explained by Martinus. The figure on page 2 provides an overview of 
this division and subdivision of Livets Bog.
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LIVETS BOG (7 bind)

LB1 (1932) FORTALE  stykke 1–22
   INDLEDNING
  kapitel 1 Verdenssituationen 23–32
   2 Det guddommelige Skabeprincip 33–42
   Symbol 1 Jordens kosmiske Straaleglans 43–49
   3 Den ny Verdensimpuls 50–65
   Symbol 2 Skabeprincippets Impulser 66–68
   4 Et internationalt Verdensrige under Skabelse 69–119
   5 Jordmenneskehedens Modtagelighed for den ny 
    Verdensimpuls 120–149
   Symbol 3 Jordmenneskehedens Bevidstheds
    kategorier 150–157
   Symbol 4 Intolerance 158–170
   6 Fra Dyr til Menneske 171–244
   Symbol 5 Vejen mod Lyset 245–252
   VERDENSALTETS GRUNDENERGIER
   7 Grundenergierne og Tilværelsesplanerne 253–261
   Symbol 6 Den evige Guddom og Væsenernes    
    Sansebegavelse 262–265
   8 Udvikling 266–272
   Symbol 7 Verdensenergiernes Organisation og  
    Udviklingsstigen 273–277
   Symbol 8 Livets Vej. Kosmiske Udviklingsbaner 278–288

LB2 (1941) KOSMISK KEMI
   9 Loven om Stoffernes Reaktion 289–310
   10 Jegets evige Kraftkilder 311–357
   Symbol 9 Grundenergiernes Kombination 358–441
   11 Tankeklimaer 442–638

LB3 (1944) Symbol 10 Kredsløbsprincippet 639–668
   Symbol 11 Livsmysteriets Løsning 669–762
   12 Livssubstanser 763–1052

LB4 (1946) DET EVIGE LIV
   13 Det levende Væsen 1053–1532
   Symbol 12 Livet og Døden 1533–1590

LB5 (1953) 14 Den højeste Ild 1591–1938

LB6 (1960) 15 Guds Rige eller Livets Eventyr 1939–2395 

LB7 (1960) 16 Den kosmiske Verdensmoral 2396–2664
   EFTERSKRIFT
   Gudesønnen Eet med sin Fader
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LIVETS BOG (7 volumes)

LB1 (1932) PREFACE section 1–22
   INTRODUCTION
  Chapter 1 The World Situation 23–32
   2 The Divine Creative Principle 33–42
   Symbol 1 The Cosmic Radiance of the Earth 43–49
   3 The New World Impulse 50–65
   Symbol 2 The Impulses of the Creative Principle 66–68
   4 An International World Kingdom in the Making 69–119
   5 Terrestrial Mankind’s Receptivity to the New World 
    Impulse 120–149
   Symbol 3 Terrestrial Mankind’s Categories of 
    Consciousness 150–157
   Symbol 4 Intolerance 158–170
   6 From Animal to Man 171–244
   Symbol 5 The Road to Light 245–252
   THE BASIC ENERGIES OF THE UNIVERSE
   7 The Basic Energies and the Planes of Existence 253–261
   Symbol 6 The Eternal Godhead and the Beings’ Capacity  
    for Sensing 262–265
   8 Evolution 266–272
   Symbol 7 The Organisation of World Energies and the 
    Ladder of Evolution 273–277
   Symbol 8 The Road of Life. Cosmic Paths of Evolution   
    278–288

LB2 (1941) COSMIC CHEMISTRY
   9 The Law of the Reaction of Substances 289–310
   10 The I’s Eternal Sources of Energy 311–357
   Symbol 9 The Combination of the Basic Energies 358–441
   11 Thought Climates 442–638

LB3 (1944) Symbol 10 The Principle of the Cycle 639–668
   Symbol 11 The Solution to the Mystery of Life 669–762
   12 Substances of Life 763–1052

LB4 (1946) ETERNAL LIFE
   13 The Living Being 1053–1532
   Symbol 12 Life and Death 1533–1590

LB5 (1953) 14 The Highest Fire 1591–1938

LB6 (1960) 15 The Kingdom of God or the Fairy Tale of Life 
    1939–2395

LB7 (1960) 16 The Cosmic World Morality 2396–2664
   POSTSCRIPT
   The Son of God at One with his Father
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After the publication of Livets Bog 1 in 1932 the misunderstanding arose 
that volume 1 was the complete work and not merely the beginning of a 
much larger work. To allay criticism based on this misunderstanding Mar
tinus drew a symbol called Symbol over “Livets Bog” paa sit nuværende 
Stadium [Symbol of Livets Bog at its Present Stage], which he published in 
the Martinus Institute’s magazine KOSMOS in May 1933 (KOSMOS no.2, 
1933:6). This symbol is reproduced below.

SYMBOL OF LIVETS BOG (THE BOOK OF LIFE) AT ITS PRESENT 
STAGE

It is divided into 5 sections, the first of which constitutes the Preface, the 
second the Introduction, the third “den egentlige ’Livets Bog’” [“Livets Bog” 
proper], the fourth the conclusion and the fifth the Postscript. The white area 
to the left of the symbol symbolises volume 1, which includes the Preface, 
the Introduction (chapters 16) and 2 chapters of Livets Bog proper. The 
dotted lines symbolise those parts of Livets Bog that were not yet written 
at that time, but which were to appear later.

My interpretation of this structure is that Livets Bog proper, the middle 
section on the symbol, consists of chapters 7 and 8 in volume 1 plus the whole 
of volumes 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Of these volumes, volumes 2 and 3 constitute 
the most concentrated, the most technical, the most philosophical and the 
least easily accessible parts of Livets Bog. If you get through them the rest 
is relatively plain sailing. The first passage that I have chosen to translate 
(Excerpt 1) for this paper is taken from volume 3.

Volume 4 shows, among many other things, the connection between 
the Old Testament, the New Testament and The Third Testament, ending 
with an analysis of the story of Adam and Eve, which leads nicely into the 
extensive analysis of sexual evolution in Livets Bog 5. For me Volume 6 is 
the dramatic culmination of the work (symbolised by the widest point in the 
middle of the symbol). Consisting of one chapter, Chapter 15 Guds Rige eller 
Livets Eventyr [The Kingdom of God or the Fairy Tale of Life], it presents 
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the reader with his own future initiation into and personal experience of 
the solution of the mystery of life. Here Martinus describes the revelation, 
the unlimited knowledge and the ecstasy that awaits every human being 
when he has completed his evolution and become “a human being in God’s 
image”. Excerpt 2 is taken from volume 6 and is the section immediately 
preceding the description of the initiation of the human being, the leadin 
to the climax. Volume 7 consists again of only one chapter, Chapter 16 Den 
kosmiske Verdensmoral [The Cosmic World Morality], and the Postscript. 
The third passage I have chosen to translate (Excerpt 3) is from Chapter 
16, since this chapter consists in the main of a rather concise numbered 
summary of the analyses presented in volumes 16, it thus being possible 
to select short but intelligible passages on particular aspects of Martinus’ 
world picture containing particular terminological problems.

The last passage I have chosen to translate (Excerpt 4) is from the Post
script and was actually the first passage Martinus wrote after the spontaneous 
transformation of consciousness that he experienced in March 1921, which 
enabled him to “skue alle de bag den fyskiske Verden bærende aandelige 
Kræfter, usynlige Aarsager, evige Verdenslove, Grundenergier og Grundprin-
cipper” [“to apprehend all the main spiritual forces, invisible causes, eternal 
world laws, basic energies and basic principles behind the physical world”]. 
(Livets Bog 1, 1932:23) It takes the form of 12 prayerlike passages that 
are rather ecstatic and poetic in character, reflecting the elevated nature of 
his spiritual experience.

Before Martinus started writing Livets Bog he drew symbols illustrating 
the laws and principles of life that he experienced.

Symbolerne var en slags primær, arketype eller ursprog, noget, 
som lå forud for skriftsproget, noget overbegrebsligt, som Mar
tinus med ledsagende forklaringer og nedskrivningen af Livets 
Bog søgte at oversætte og gøre begrebsligt og forståeligt for den 
menneskelige erkendelse. 

The symbols were a kind of primary, archetypal or primor
dial language, something that preceded the written language, 
something preconceptual that Martinus, with accompanying 
explanations and the writing of Livets Bog (The Book of Life) 
tried to translate and render conceptual and comprehensible for 
human cognition. (John Engelbrecht, Den Intuitive Tanke [The 
Intuitive Thought] 2, 1982:190)

The purpose of Livets Bog

Denne det levende Væsens Identitet med Guddommen eller dets 
Fremtræden i denne guddommelige Lignelse er det Centrale eller 
Kærnepunktet i “Livets Bog”. 

The living being’s identity with the Godhead and its appearance in 
this divine image is the central or core point in “Livets Bog (The 
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Book of Life)”. (Martinus, Livets Bog paa sit nuværende Stadium 
[Livets Bog at its present stage], KOSMOS no.2, 1933:6)

The triangle on the left of the symbol, “Livets Bog paa sit nuværende Stadium”, 
symbolises Martinus himself. He presents himself and the purpose of his work 
in the Preface, the present and future world situation in the Introduction, an 
analysis of the great questions about life and existence in Livets Bog proper, 
and summarises his world picture and its moral consequences in the fourth 
section on the symbol (vol.7). The triangle in the fifth section symbolises 

“den gennem de store Analyser aabenbarede evige Guddom ... ikke som 
en Mand paa en Trone ... men derimod som et evigt i alle Dimensioner af 
Kærlighed, Visdom, Intuition og Salighed lysende Centrum eller levende 
Væsen, i hvilket vi alle leve, røres og ere”. 

“the eternal Godhead revealed through the great analyses … not as a man on 
a throne … but on the contrary as an eternal centre or living being shining 
with all dimensions of love, wisdom, intuition and bliss, a centre or living 
being in whom we all live, move and have our being”. (Martinus, “Livets 
Bog paa sit nuværende Stadium [Livets Bog at its present stage]”, KOSMOS 
no.2, 1933:7)”

The drama of Livets Bog
One could liken the structure of Livets Bog to the “dramatic curve” of many 
films and plays, and to sonata form, a dramatic musical structure consisting 
of an expanded ternary form whose three sections (exposition, development 
and recapitulation), followed by a coda, are characteristic of the first move
ment of sonatas, symphonies, concertos and so on from the late classical 
and early romantic era to the twentieth century.

Like the musical form it begins with the presentation of a theme. I would 
suggest that the main theme in Livets Bog is the experience of life itself. The 
first section in Livets Bog is as follows:

Livets Oplevelse
1. Ethvert levende Væsen, der kommer til Verden, ligegyldigt 
hvad enten det hører ind under det Væsenssamfund, vi kalder 
“Den jordiske Menneskehed”, eller det hører ind under de For
mer for Liv, der ytrer sig igennem det, vi er vant til at opfatte 
som “Dyr”,, “Planter” og “Mineraler”, er alle uden Undtagelse 
Genstand for Livets Oplevelse. 
The experience of life
1. Every living being that comes to the world, regardless of 
whether it belongs to the society of beings that we call “ter
restrial mankind” or it belongs to the forms of life that express 
themselves through what we are used to perceiving as “animals”, 
“plants” and “minerals” are all without exception subject to the 
experience of life. (Livets Bog 1, 1932, English ed. 1987:7)
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He goes on in section 2 to state that this experience of life is a result of 

en vekselvirkning mellem to Former for Energi, nemlig den fra 
Universet i Form af vore Omgivelser, og den fra vort eget Indre 
i Form af vor Manifestation udstraalende Energi ...

an interaction between two forms of energy, namely the energy 
from the universe in the form of our surroundings and the energy 
emanating from our own innermost self in the form of our ma
nifestation … (Livets Bog 1 1932, English ed. 1987:7)

Thus the main theme of the work is presented and the development of it 
begun on the first page of this very large work. Bach in his The Art of Fugue 
(a nondramatic form) managed to create a 75minute work out of one very 
simple theme. So too does Martinus manage to create a large, 2927page 
work (a dramatic one) based on the simple observation that we all experi
ence life.

The Preface and the Introduction (Livets Bog 1, chapters 16) can be 
likened to the exposition of a musical work, the first of its three parts. 
“Livets Bog proper” corresponds to the development section while Livets 
Bog 7 corresponds to the recapitulation, with the Postscript functioning as 
a coda.

Throughout the work the experience of life is examined and analysed 
from many different points of view and perspectives, for example, from a 
temporal and an eternal perspective, from the point of view of the individual 
and of society, of the microbeing and the macrobeing, of the son of God 
and of God himself.

In volume 7 the ideas we have met in the foregoing 6 volumes are reca
pitulated, not as an exact repetition but as a review of the previous ideas 
in the light of the analyses we have been through. Just as a musical theme 
will be experienced differently after an intervening development section, the 
listener having “developed” too in the process, so will the experience of life 
be viewed differently after 6 volumes of analyses. The reader has changed; 
the same thing is viewed with new insight, and the consequences for our 
way of thinking and behaving begin to dawn.

The last of the prayerlike passages in the Postscript confirms my view 
of the structure of Livets Bog. If it corresponded to sonata form then the 
theme from the beginning would appear at the end − and so it does. The 
experience of life to which we are all subject is revealed as the direct expe
rience of God himself.

Kære himmelske Fader! − Tak ... thi du har givet mig at se og 
genkende Ilden eller Straalerne fra dit funklende Aasyn i hvert 
eneste levende Væsen. 

Dear heavenly Father! Thank you … for allowing me to see and 
recognise the fire or the rays from your sparkling countenance 
in every single living being. (Livets Bog 7, 1960:2912)
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The mystery of the experience of life is solved. The living being’s identity 
as a “son of God” is revealed, and God himself is revealed as that centre in 
which we all “live and move and have our being”. (Acts 17:28)

Martinus’ style
John Engelbrecht writes: 

Livets Bog har sin egen stil og fortællemåde, som helt er forfat
terens egen. I sin ydre form er der ingen strengt gennemført syste
matik i bogen, selv om der naturligvis er en indre sammenhæng. 
Der er tale om en flydende inspireret skrivestil, der også minder 
om Martinus’ egne foredrag. 

Livets Bog (The Book of Life) has its own style and narrative 
approach, which are entirely the author’s own. The outer form 
of the book has no strict consistent system, even if there is natu
rally an inner cohesion. Reminiscent of Martinus’ own lectures, 
the writing style is fluid and inspired. (Den Intuitive Tanke 2, 
1982:189)

While I agree with Engelbrecht’s view about Martinus’ flowing inspired 
style, I hope I have shown that there is a clear plan behind the structure of 
Livets Bog, a structure that one, however, easily fails to see, the work being 
so large. I would, incidentally, also claim that a clear structure can be found 
behind the flowing style of many of Martinus’ lectures.

Structure and consistency

Det forudsættes, at en oversætter af Martinus værker først gen
nemlæser en stor del af værket og sætter sig ind i dette verdens
billede, og dernæst arbejder så meget med terminologien, at der 
er stor sikkerhed for, at den kan gennemføres konsekvent og 
gennemgående. 

It is presupposed that a translator of Martinus’ works first reads 
a major part of the work and makes him or herself conversant 
with this world picture, and then works so much with the ter
minology as to guarantee that it can be translated consistently. 
(Samarbejdsstrukturen p.104)

A knowledge of the structure of Livets Bog cannot but influence any trans
lation of it. It would help one to recognise key concepts and to be consistent 
in translating these concepts and the terminology associated with them if one 
knew, for example, that when meeting the word udvikling [evolution/develop
ment] for the first time in the Preface of Livets Bog 1 (section 5, page 7 and 
in the subtitle) that Udvikling is also the title of Chapter 8. Total consistency 
is, however, impossible since there is seldom absolute equivalence between 
words that correspond to one another in two languages, abstract words 
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posing the greatest problem. Their semantic fields may overlap considerably 
but seldom completely, different languages dividing reality in different ways. 
(cf. Pedersen 1987:71) This should not, however, discourage the translator 
from doing his utmost to be consistent wherever possible.
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EXCERPT 1

From Det Tredie Testamente — Livets Bog, vol. 3 (Chapter 12 “Livssub-
stancer”), p. 968–9

Original Danish:

Livssubstans Nr. 1. – Urbegæret
773. “Kosmisk Kemi” udgør saaledes det samme som Jeg’ets Kolorering. 
Men da denne Kolorering er Udtryk for Jeg’ets Viden, Tanke, Villie og 
Kunnen er den identisk med Jeg’ets Liv. Da Livet saaledes udgør et Produkt 
af Tanke og Villie, har det et bestemt Formaal. Jeg’et ønsker et eller andet 
udløst. Dette Begær eller Ønske er igen det samme som Fornemmelsen af 
“Hunger”. Naar Udløsningen har fundet Sted, er Ønsket opfyldt, og Jeg’et 
fornemmer en “Tilfredsstillelse”. Disse to Faktorer, der tidligere er beskrevet 
i “Livets Bog”, vil vi her faa at se som hørende til selve Livets allerstørste 
kosmiske Bestanddele. Uden disse to Generalbestanddele vilde selve Livet 
være en Umulighed.

Alle Former for Manifestation, lige fra det mindste lille Suk i Mikrovæ-
seners Mikrovæsener til de umaadelige Former for Energivælde, der styrer 
Verdener, Sole og Mælkeveje i Makrovæsener, er alle uden Undtagelse en 
Afsløring af “Hunger” og “Mættelse”. Der findes absolut intet, der er direkte 
tilgængeligt for Sansning, intet som kan ses, høres, fornemmes, tænkes eller 
opleves, der ikke er Udtryk for en Grad af “Hunger” og en Grad af “Mæt-
telse”. Denne “Hunger” og “Mættelse” har sin Begyndelse eller sit Udspring 
i “X. 2” og fremtræder her, som det vi kender under Begrebet “Urbegæret”. 
Da dette er den allerførste Begyndelse til Aabenbaringen eller Tilkendegi
velsen af Jeg’ets Eksistens, Liv eller Tilværelse, vil samme Begær saaledes 
her komme til Syne som det allerførste eksisterende “Noget”, ved hvilket vi 
kan erkende den Hovedrealitet ved Jeg’et eller “det guddommelige Noget”, 
vi kalder “Livet”. “Urbegæret” er altsaa en “Substans” af hvilken “Livet” 
bestaar. Det er det første Hovedmateriale bag enhver Form for Liv. Og vi vil 
derfor her i “Livets Bog” udtrykke dette som “Livssubstans Nr. 1”.

Translation:

Substance of life no.1 — the primordial desire
773. “Cosmic chemistry” thus constitutes the colouring of the I. But since 
this colouring reflects the knowledge, intention, will and ability of the I, it 
constitutes the I’s life. Since life thus constitutes a product of thought and 
will, it has a specific purpose. The I wants to trigger something off. This de
sire or wish is in turn the same as a feeling of “hunger”. When the triggering 
has taken place the wish is fulfilled and the I feels a sense of “satisfaction”. 
We will here see that these two factors, already described in “Livets Bog”, 
belong to the very greatest cosmic constituents of life itself. Without these 
two general constituents life itself would be an impossibility.

All forms of manifestation, from the tiniest little sigh of microbeings’ 
microbeings to the vast and various floods of energy that govern worlds, 
suns and galaxies in macrobeings, are all without exception a revelation of 
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“hunger” and “satiation”. There is absolutely nothing directly accessible 
to sensory perception, nothing that can be seen, heard, felt, thought or 
experienced, that is not expressive of a degree of “hunger” and a degree of 
“satiation”. This “hunger” and “satiation” begins or originates in “X2”, and 
appears here as what we know by the term the “primordial desire”. Since 
this is the very beginning of the revelation or intimation of the existence or 
life of the I, the same desire will thus here become apparent as the very first 
existing “something” through which we can recognise the principal fact of 
the I or “the divine something” that we call “life”. “The primordial desire” 
is thus a “substance” of which “life” consists. It is the primary main material 
behind every form of life. And I will therefore here in “Livets Bog” call this 
“substance of life no.1”.

EXCERPT 2

From Det Tredie Testamente — Livets Bog, vol. 6 ( Chapter 15 “Guds Rige 
eller Livets Eventyr”), p. 2357–8.

Original Danish:

Sammensmeltningen med Gud i livstem plets lysocean eller allerhelligste
2087. Og denne vor Væremaade har nu ført os ind i Livstemplets allerhel
ligste. Vi har Adgang til “Pagtens Ark”, der er det sam me som Guds eget 
Udsigtspunkt. Vi er i den mentale Tilstand, hvor vi er eet med Gud i Være
maade og forhold til vor Næste. Det var jo Betingelsen for at komme ind i 
dette Livets Helligste Omraade. Her i Sammensmeltningen af vor Mentalitet 
og vor almægtige Faders Mentalitet er vi kommet til direkte Oplevelse af 
hans Aabenbaring. Den begynder med at lade os opleve et umaadeligt Tom-
rum. Alt er pludseligt forsvundet fra vor Tilværelse, ja selv vore Organismer, 
psykiske saavel som den fysiske, er fjernede fra vor Sansefornemmelse. Da 
der ikke er nogen som helst Detaljer eller Bevægelse i dette tilsyneladende 
“Intet” eller endeløse Tomrum, er der her heller ingen Forvandlinger eller 
Skabelser. Men hvor der ingen Skabelse er, der er der heller ingen Tid eller 
Rum. Men Rummet markeres alligevel her ved at være gennemstraalet af 
et gigantisk Lysocean. Lyset har fuldstændig Guldets Farve. Det er som 
om Rummet gennembrydes af lysende Guldtraade. Intet som helst andet 
eksisterer her. Intet som helst er synligt af vor egen Organisme. Intet som 
helst markerer noget for Sanserne om vor Eksistens. Der er ingen som helst 
ydre synlig Fremtræden. Men i Lysoceanet af funklende Guldtraade føles 
kun een eneste Fornemmelse, og det er Følelsen af at være “eet med Gud”. 
I Sandhed, her i Livstemplets Allerhelligste er vi “eet med den evige Fader”. 
Alt lyser i Guld, Guld og atter Guld.
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Translation:

The melting together with God in the ocean of light or Holy of Holies of 
the temple of life
2087. And this, our mode of existence, has now led us into the Holy of 
Holies of the temple of life. We have access to “the Ark of the Covenant”, 
which is the same as God’s own vantage point. We are in that mental state in 
which we are one with God in our mode of existence and in our relationship 
to our neighbour. This was, as we know, the prerequisite for entering this 
sphere, the most sacred sphere of life. Here, in the melting of our menta
lity together with that of our almighty Father, we have attained the direct 
experience of his revelation. It begins by letting us experience an immense 
empty space. Everything has suddenly disappeared from our existence, indeed 
even our organisms, mental as well as physical, have been removed from 
our sensory perception. Since there are no details or movement whatsoever 
in this apparent “nothing” or endless empty space there are no processes of 
transformation or creation either. But where there is no creation, there is no 
time or space. But nevertheless the space here is defined by being permeated 
by a gigantic ocean of light. The light is entirely the colour of gold. It is as 
if the space is penetrated by shining golden threads. Nothing else whatso-
ever exists here. Nothing whatsoever of our organism is visible. Nothing 
whatsoever indicates to our senses anything about our existence. There is 
no outer visible appearance whatsoever. But in the ocean of light with its 
sparkling golden threads only one feeling is felt, the feeling of being “one 
with God”. In truth here in the Holy of Holies of the temple of life we are 
“one with the eternal Father”. Gold, gold – all is shining gold.

EXCERPT 3

From Det Tredie Testamente — Livets Bog, vol. 7 (Chapter 16 “Den kos-
miske verdensmoral”), p. 2863 and 28723.

Original Danish:

Hvad de kosmiske Analyser har vist os
2658. Og hvad har saa de kosmiske Analyser vist os med Hensyn til selve “det 
Levende” og dets evige kosmiske Struktur hinsides Tid og Rum eller selve 
Livsmysteriets absolutte Løsning, plus det, vi har udtrykt i det Koncentrat 
af Analyserne, vi allerede har givet. De kosmiske Analyser har vist os:
1. At …

16. At alle eksisterende Funktioner, Bevægelser, Skabelser og Oplevelser 
befordres i Form af det kosmiske Spiralkredsløb. Disse kosmiske Spiralkreds-
løb manifesterer sig som seks Riger. Disse Riger har vi lært at kende under 
Begreberne: “Planteriget”, “Dyreriget”, “Menneskeriget”, “Visdomsriget”, 
“Den guddommelige Verden” og “Salighedsriget”. Disse Riger bæres hen-
holdsvis af tilsvarende seks Grundenergier, nemlig: “Instinkt”, “Tyngde”, 
“Følelse”, “Intelligens”, “Intuition” og “Hukommelse”. Disse Energiers 
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Virkemaade reguleres af en syvende Grundenergi “Moderenergien” igen-
nem “den højeste Ilds” to Polorganer: den maskuline Pol og den feminine 
Pol. Disse to Polorganer er Livsoplevelsens Generalorganer. I Kraft af disse 
to Organers særlige skiftende Konstellationer i det levende Væsen dannes 
Væsenets Spiralkredsløbspassage, ligesom det ogsaa er de samme skiftende 
Konstellationer, der bevirker det levende Væsens Fremtræden som kulmine-
rende Hankønsvæsen og kulminerende Hunkønsvæsen, hvilken Eenpolethed 
ligger til Grund for Væsenets Fremtræden som “Dyr” i Renkultur. Men efter 
denne Renkultur begynder Polkonstellationen at forvandle sig frem imod 
en Dobbeltpolethed i Væsenet. Det er denne begyndende Forvandling, der 
omskaber “Dyret” til det begyndende “Menneske”. I denne Forvandlings 
første Epoke fremtræder Væsenet endnu som specielt “Hankønsvæsen” 
og specielt “Hunkønsvæsen” og udtrykkes henholdsvis som “Mand” og 
“Kvinde”. Men selv om disse Væsener seksuelt organ- og forplantningsmæs-
sigt henholdsvis endnu er “Hankønsvæsener” og “Hunkønsvæsener”, er 
der allerede, om end ubevidst, dybt i deres Bevidsthed sket en Forvandling. 
De er saaledes ikke mere fremtrædende som “Dyr” i Renkultur, men de er 
heller ikke “Mennesker” i Renkultur. En begyndende menneskelig Evne 
“Intelligensen” sætter Væsenet i Stand til at praktisere sin dyriske Natur i en 
overdimensioneret Tilstand. Den dyriske Natur kan i al Korthed udtrykkes 
i Ordene: “Enhver er sig selv nærmest” og udgør den totale Modsætning til 
den menneskelige Natur, der ligeledes i al Korthed kan udtrykkes i Ordene: 
“Enhver er sin Næste nærmest”. Men for at en Væremaade kan være den 
totale Opfyldelse af denne Indstilling til Næsten, maa Væsenets Kærlig-
hedsevne være tilsvarende totalt eller fuldt udviklet. Men en fuldkommen 
virkelig og absolut Kærlighedsevne udenfor den kunstige Sympatitilstand, 
der ligger til Grund for Parrings- eller Forplantningstilstanden og dermed 
for Ægteskabet, kan umuligt opnaas uden igennem Oplevelsen af Mørkets 
Kulmination i Væsenets Skæbne. Men Mørkets Kulmination kan umuligt 
komme til Udløsning i en blot og bar Dyrebevidsthed.

Translation:

What the cosmic analyses have shown us
2658. And what then have the cosmic analyses shown us regarding what is 
actually “living” and its eternal, cosmic structure beyond time and space, or 
the absolute solution of the mystery of life itself, as well as regarding what 
we have set forth in the concentrate of the analyses that we have already 
produced? The cosmic analyses have shown us:
1. that ...

16. that all existing functions, movements, creations and experiences 
are promoted by the cosmic spiral cycle. These cosmic spiral cycles mani-
fest themselves as six kingdoms. We have become acquainted with these 
kingdoms by the terms: the “plant kingdom”, the “animal kingdom”, the 
“human kingdom”, the “kingdom of wisdom”, the “divine world” and the 
“kingdom of bliss”. These kingdoms are sustained respectively by six cor-
responding basic energies, namely: “instinct”, “gravity”, “feeling”, “intelli-
gence”, “intuition” and “memory”. The mode of operation of these energies 
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is regulated by a seventh basic energy, the “mother energy”, through the two 
polar organs of the “highest fire”: the masculine pole and the feminine pole. 
These two polar organs are the general organs for the experiencing of life. 
The particular changing constellation of these two organs in the living being 
shapes the passage of the living being through the spiral cycle, just as the 
same changing constellation also gives rise to the living being’s appearance as 
a culminating male being and a culminating female being, whose one-poled 
state underlies the being’s appearance as an “animal” in a state of pure cul-
tivation. But after this state of pure cultivation the constellation of the poles 
begins to change towards a double-poled state in the being. This incipient 
transformation turns the “animal” into the incipient “human being”. In 
the first epoch of this transformation the being still appears as a specifically 
“male being” and a specifically “female being”, and is termed “man” and 
“woman” respectively. But even if these beings, as regards sexual organs 
and re-production, are still “male beings” and “female beings” respectively, 
a transformation, albeit unconscious, has already taken place within the 
depths of their consciousness. They thus appear no longer as “animals” in a 
state of pure cultivation, but they are not “human beings” in a state of pure 
cultivation either. An incipient human faculty, the “intelligence”, enables 
the being to employ its animal nature to an excessive extent. Animal nature 
can be expressed briefly by the words: “One has to look after oneself” and 
constitutes the absolute opposite of human nature, which can likewise be 
expressed briefly by the words: “One has to look after one’s neighbour”. 
But in order for a mode of existence to be the total fulfilment of this atti-
tude to one’s neighbour, the being’s faculty of love must be correspondingly 
totally or fully developed. But a perfect, true and absolute faculty of love, 
beyond the simulated affinity that underlies the copulatory or reproductive 
state, and thereby marriage, cannot possibly be attained without the being 
experiencing as part of its fate the culmination of darkness. But darkness 
cannot possibly culminate in a mere animal consciousness.

EXCERPT 4

From Det Tredie Testamente — Livets Bog, vol. 7 (Efterskrift), p.2905

Original Danish:

EFTERSKRIFT

GUDESØNNEN EET MED SIN FADER
Hellige Fader! – Du den eneste ene! Jeg takker og priser dig, fordi du har 
givet mig Sansesæt, der sætter mig i Stand til at høre, fatte og forstaa alle 
Naturens eller Livets Manifestationer som værende eet med din almægtige 
Røst eller Stemme og lader mig opnaa bevidst at opleve og forstaa denne din 
personlige mod mig rettede faderlige Røst, Opdragelse og Velsignelse. – Tak 
fordi du har givet mig Evne til at nyde denne din himmelske Stemmes mægtige 
Musik og Tale. Denne vidunderlige Stemme, som fra guddommelige Væsener 
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har lydt omkring Himalayas sneklædte Tinder, har frembragt Pyramiderne 
og Sfinkserne og saaledes i Aartusinder udfyldt den aandelige Atmosfære 
i Indiens og Ægyptens solfyldte Troperiger. Den samme himmelske Røst 
rungede engang ud over Judæas Bjerge, saa det gav Genlyd i fjerne Riger 
og fjerne Tider. Det brusede gennem Havenes Vande, det hviskede ved den 
lille Bæk i Skovens stille Ensomhed, og det vibrerede fra Pol til Pol: “Salige 
er de rene af Hjertet, thi de skulle se Gud. – Salige er de barmhjertige, thi 
dem skal der vises Barmhjertighed. – Salige er de, som hungre og tørste 
efter Retfærdigheden, thi de skulle mættes ...”. Glæder og fryder eder, og 
salig, salig, salig, saaledes lød disse himmelske Harmonier i det uendelige, 
og Ekkoet heraf blev Millioner af Menneskers aandelige Fundament gen
nem Aartusinder.

Translation:

Postscript

The son of God at one with his Father

Holy Father! Thou who art the one and only! I thank you and praise you 
for having given me sets of senses that enable me to hear, perceive and 
understand all the manifestations of Nature or life as being one with your 
almighty voice, manifestations that allow me consciously to experience and 
understand this life as your fatherly voice, education and blessing, which 
are addressed to me personally. Thank you for having given me the ability 
to enjoy this, the mighty music and speech of your heavenly voice. This 
wonderful voice, which rang out from divine beings among the snowclad 
summits of the Himalayas, produced the pyramids and the sphinxes, and 
has thus for thousands of years filled the spiritual atmosphere of the sunny 
tropical regions of India and Egypt. Once the same heavenly voice rang out 
over the mountains of Judea, and resounded in distant kingdoms and in 
distant epochs. It roared through the waters of the oceans, it whispered in 
the little stream in the quiet solitude of the forest, and it vibrated from pole 
to pole: “Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God. Blessed are the 
merciful: for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed are they which do hunger and 
thirst for righteousness: for they shall be filled ...”. Rejoice and be exceedingly 
glad, and be blessed, blessed, blessed; thus sounded the heavenly harmonies 
for all eternity, and the echo from this became the spiritual foundation for 
millions of people for thousands of years.
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COMMENTARY

Oversættelsesprocessen må ... anskues som en valgsituation. 

The translation process must … be seen as a situation of choice. 
(Pedersen 1987:189)

To translate is to choose. In the following I will comment on some of the 
choices made in the preceding translations.

BIBLE QUOTATIONS IN LIVETS BOG

Bible quotations — obvious and hidden

Martinus bøger er såvel i titelvalg som i tekstindhold i høj grad 
præget af bibelcitater. 

Martinus’ books are characterised to a great extent by Bible 
quotations, both with regard to his choice of titles and textual 
content. (Aage Hvolby: “Martinus og Bibelen” [Martinus and 
the Bible] in Kosmos 1973:121)

The Martinus Institute’s guidelines for translators state the following:

Bibelcitater oversættes korrekt, og så vidt muligt efter en og 
samme bibeludgave. 

Quotations from the Bible should be translated correctly and as 
far as possible for one and the same edition of the Bible (Sam-
arbejdsstrukturen, 1992:104)

This, however, leaves wide open the question of what translating Bible 
quotations correctly means, and of which edition of the Bible is the most 
appropriate.

One of the most common problems with Bible quotations in Livets Bog 
and Martinus’ other works is that Martinus often quotes the Bible inac
curately from memory. 

 
Da Martinus skrev sine første bøger, ejede han ingen bibel, og 
han citerede derfor bibelen efter hukommelsen.

When Martinus wrote his first books, he did not own a Bi
ble, and he therefore quoted the Bible from memory. (Hvolby 
1973:135)

Martinus did not possess a Bible until the 1960’s when he had finished writing 
Livets Bog and was in the process of writing Det Evige Verdensbillede [The 
Eternal World Picture], the latter being the only work in which he refers 
directly to chapter and verse.
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Martinus blev senere gjort opmærksom på, at enkelte af hans 
bibelcitater tilsyneladende ikke var citeret fuldstændig korrekte, 
og Martinus anskaffede sig derfor en antikvarisk bibel [Illustreret 
Familiebibel, Det kongelige Vaisenhus Forlag, bestående af Det 
gamle Testamentes kanoniske og apokryfiske bøger, København, 
1886 og Det nye Testamente, Kristiania, 1884], som senere blev 
suppleret med en anden antikvarisk bibel [Det gamle Testamente, 
Den reviderede oversættelse af 1871 og Det nye Testamente, Den 
reviderede oversættelse af 1907] og en bibelordbog [Bibelordbog 
indeholdende omkring 70.000 alfabetisk ordnede henvisninger, 
Kristiania, 1904] ... 

Martinus was later told that some of his Bible quotations were 
not quoted completely correctly; he therefore purchased an anti
quarian Bible [Illustreret Familiebibel, Det kongelige Vaisenhus 
Forlag, consisting of The Old Testament’s canonical books and 
the Apocrypha, Copenhagen , 1886 og Det nye Testamente, 
Kristiania, 1884], which he later supplemented with another 
antiquarian Bible [Det gamle Testamente, the revised translation 
of 1871 and Det nye Testamente, the revised translation of 1907] 
and a Bible concordance [Bibelordbog indeholdende omkring 
70.000 alfabetisk ordnede henvisninger, Kristiania, 1904] ... 
(Hvolby 1973:135)

He was given two other editions of the Bible but he quoted mainly from 
the two editions mentioned above, that is, not consistently from the same 
edition (see examples in Hvolby 1973:152).

Another problem is that there are many hidden references to the Bible, 
that is references woven into the text without quotation marks. Here one 
has to be on one’s guard as one does with idioms, continually on the look
out for possible Biblical references (and the occasional reference to Luther’s 
Catechism).

For oversætteren melder der sig især to problemer: for det første 
at opdage, at man har med en etableret frase og ikke med en 
tilfældig kollokation at gøre ...

For the translator two questions in particular arise: firstly to 
discover that one is dealing with an established phrase and not 
with a chance collocation … (Pedersen 1994:34)

Here one could usefully substitute Pedersen’s “established phrase” with “a 
Biblical quotation”.

The task of identifying quotations from the Bible is not made easier by 
the fact that Martinus often juxtaposes several quotations from the Bible 
in the same sentence. The following will serve as one example of many in 
Livets Bog:
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... dens Lære om ikke at hævne (Rom. 12:19), men hellere at give 
end at tage (Acts 20:35), at elske sine Fjender (Matt. 5:44) og 
vende den højre Side til, naar man bliver slaaet paa den venstre 
(Matt. 5:39) ... 

 … its prohibition of revenge (Rom. 12:19), its teaching about 
giving rather than taking (Acts 20:35), about loving one’s enemies 
(Matt. 5:44) and turning the right cheek when struck on the left 
(Matt. 5:39) … (Martinus, Livets Bog 1 1932:60, English ed. 
1987:53)

Excerpt 4 contains an example of an inaccurate quotation and of a hidden 
quotation. First the inaccurate quotation:

”Salige er de rene af Hjertet, thi de skulle se Gud. − Salige er 
de barmhjertige, thi dem skal der vises Barmhjertighed. − Salige 
er de, som hungre og tørste efter Retfærdigheden, thi de skulle 
mættes ...” (Excerpt 4)

To find this quotation I used Cruden’s Complete Concordance to the Old 
and New Testaments (1979), which referred me to Matthew, chapter 5. I 
then looked up the King James Version of the Bible (1611) and found that 
the extract is quoted in the wrong order, that is, first Matt. 5:8, then 5:7 and 
finally 5:6. Herein lies a dilemma. Should one “correct” the quotation so 
that it is correct in relation to the Bible or should one leave it as Martinus 
wrote it so as to be “correct” in relation to Martinus’ text? The Martinus 
Institute’s guidelines for translators further state that:

Indholdet må under ingen omstændigheder beskæres, forkortes el-
ler ændres – og slet ikke udvides eller søges nærmere forklaret. 

One must in no circumstances cut, abbreviate or change the 
content – and certainly not expand it or attempt to explain it in 
more detail. (Samarbejdsstrukturen, 1992:104)

and
Martinus har flere gange udtalt, at det er meget vigtigt, at hans 
værker bliver oversat så korrekt og udførligt som muligt. 

Martinus has said many times that it is very important that his 
works are translated as accurately and fully as possible. (Sam
arbejdsstrukturen, 1992:105)

In the belief that the latter arguments carry more weight than the instruc
tion to translate the Bible correctly I decided against “correcting” the above 
quotation and have rendered it in the order used by Martinus.

My information retrieval in the Bible led me to see too that the first part 
of the next sentence in Excerpt 4 is also a quotation from the Bible (Matt. 
5:12), albeit a hidden one:
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Glæder og fryder eder ... 

Rejoice and be exceedingly glad … (Excerpt 4)

Here it paid off to read a little more of Matthew than was necessary for the 
direct quotation.

Towards God’s image
The main purpose of Livets Bog is to provide the reader with a theoretical 
basis for the standard of morality that will lead to him ultimately becoming 
“mennesket i guds billede efter hans lignelse” (Gen. 1:26). It is not surprising, 
therefore, that this is the single most quoted line from the Bible in Martinus’ 
work. The King James version renders it as: “man in our image, after our 
likeness”, while the New International Version renders it only slightly dif
ferently: “... man in our image, in our likeness ...”. Here I chose to differ 
with both of them rendering it as: “... human being in God’s image after His 
likeness ...”, “God’s” and “His” since it is a translation of what Martinus 
wrote (the quotation being slightly misquoted), and “human being” because 
Martinus defines this “menneske” as being neither a man nor a woman but 
a socalled “doublepoled” or androgynous being whose masculine and 
feminine sides are equally developed and in balance. 

Dette væsen [et kristuslignende væsen] er det færdige menneske 
i Guds billede efter hans lignelse. … Et sådan færdigt menneske 
er naturligvis hverken et specielt “hankønsvæsen” eller noget 
specielt “hunkønsvæsen”.

This being [a Christ-like being] is a finished human being in God’s 
image after His likeness. … Such a finished being is, of course, 
neither a specifically “male being” nor a specifically “female 
being”. (Det Evige Verdensbillede [The Eternal World Picture] 
2, 1964, 1st English edition 1996:113)

It would be incongruous to write that a man was not a male being. For this 
reason and for reasons of consistency throughout his collected works I have 
rendered “menneske” (see excerpt 3) as “human being”.

Discrepancies between Danish and English Bibles
Another problem with Bible quotations that arises frequently, but not, as it 
happens, in any of the excerpts from Livets Bog that I have translated for 
this paper, is that of semantic discrepancy between Danish editions of the 
Bible and English ones. Here is an example from Det Evige Verdensbillede 
2 (1964):

”Gør du godt, da kan du se frit op, men gør du ondt, da ligger 
synden for døren”. (1964:152)

[Literal translation: “If you do good, you can look up freely, but 
if you do evil, sin will lie at the door”.]
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This quotation is from Genesis 4:7, and differs considerably in meaning 
from English versions:

”If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted? And if thou doest 
not well, sin lieth at the door.” (King James Version, 1611)

”If you do what is right, will you not be accepted? But if you 
do not do what is right, sin is crouching at your door; ...” (New 
International Version, 1978)

The problem is confounded by the fact that Martinus continues by explaining 
what is meant by “at se frit op”:

Dette “at kunne se frit op” vil her betyde, at man kan se alle 
mennesker frit i øjnene og vil her møde virkningerne af alt det 
gode man har manifesteret. 

This “being able to look up freely” means here that one can look 
all people freely in the eyes and will here meet the effects of all 
the good one has manifested. (Det Evige Verdensbillede [The 
Eternal World Picture] 2, 1964, 1st English edition, 1996:72)

Here one obviously cannot render “at se frit op” as “be accepted”. The 
semantic gap is too great. I would suggest, in the spirit of Nabokov, a 
more literal translation of the quotation as Martinus quotes it, followed 
by a footnote to the effect that the quotation is usually rendered as in the 
examples above.

I want translations with copious footnotes, footnotes reaching up 
like skyscrapers to the top of this or that page so as to leave only 
the gleam of one textual line between commentary and eternity. 
I want such footnotes and the absolutely literal sense, with no 
emasculation and no padding ... (Vladimir Nabokov quoted in 
Schulte and Biguenet, 1992:143)

Another recurring problem of this type is the quote from John 14:16 and 
14:26 about “talsmanden, den hellige ånd”. The following is merely one 
example of very many throughout Livets Bog:

Men igennem den Manifestation af “Talsmanden, den hellige 
Aand” i Form af Aandsvidenskab ... er disse Facitter nu blevet 
gjort tilgængelige for intelligensmæssig Forstaaelse ... 

But through the manifestation of “the comforter, the holy spirit” 
in the form of spiritual science … these answers have now been 
made available for intellectual understanding … (Livets Bog 6, 
1944:1796)
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Here again the Danish edition of the Bible quoted by Martinus differs from 
English editions. The original Greek word was parakletos, which means “ad
vocate” or “intercessor”. In Danish it has become talsmand, and in English 
it has variously become counsellor, comforter, helper and Paraclete, but not, 
as far as I can ascertain, spokesman, which would be a literal translation 
of Martinus’ talsmand. V&B3 (Vinterberg and Bodelsen’s DanishEnglish 
Dictionary, 3rd edition, 1990) suggests Paraclete, which would be a direct 
translation of the Greek but perhaps a term foreign and devoid of meaning 
for many modern readers without a religious background. The King James 
version favours comforter. This becomes trøsteren when backtranslated to 
Danish forming a semantic gap with talsmanden. Here again we are faced 
with the problem of being faithful to Martinus’ text or to one particular 
edition of the Bible. This may be yet another case where one could consider 
fulfilling, at least to some extent, Nabokov’s somewhat exaggerated desire 
for literal translation and footnotes.

Nabokov’s extreme views on literalism are, however, challenged by George 
Steiner in After Babel (1975). He describes Nabokov’s literal translation of 
Eugen Onegin as “a curio” (1992 edition:332).

But literalism of this lucid, almost desperate kind, has within it 
a creative pathology of language. Intent on submerging himself 
totally in the original, prepared not to incorporate his appro
priations fully into his own speech and culture, the translator 
hangs back at the frontier ... he produces an “interlingua”, a 
centauridiom in which the grammar, the customary cadence, 
the phrasing, even the wordstructure of his own tongue are 
subjected to the vocabulary, syntax, phonetic patterns of the text 
which he is translating or, more exactly, seeking to inhabit and 
only transcribe. (Steiner 1975, 1992 ed.:332333)

According to Steiner the literalist works “between the lines” producing “a 
rigorous interlinear” that is “a noman’sland in psychological and linguistic 
space”. (Steiner 1975, 1992 ed.:332)

At the trivial level, this strangeness will produce [a] mass of 
“translationese” ... Texts concocted of unexamined lexical trans
fers, of grammatical hybrids which belong neither to the source 
nor to the target language are the interzone or rather limbo in 
which the rushed, underpaid hack translator works. (Steiner 
1975, 1992 ed.:332333)

According to Steiner such a desperately literal translation “is hardly meant to 
stand alone. It forces us back to the original which it in turn illuminates ...” 
(Steiner 1992:338) Martinus’ books must, however, be able to stand alone, 
and the translator must bear in mind that he is translating for an audience 
with no knowledge of Danish or the original works. Here a targetlanguage 
revisor with no knowledge of Danish is particularly useful for revealing one’s 
own blindness to Danicisms and translationese − a blindness that easily 
arises when the foreign translator has lived in Denmark for some years. 
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(cf. Pedersen 1987:38) A “parallel text” edition of Martinus' books could 
be an interesting project for the future, but it is not a realistic idea for the 
moment, so relatively few of Martinus' 42 books being currently available 
in translation.

There is much to be said in favour of Steiner's opposition to such literalism, 
even if Nabokov's view can at times be a useful solution (as above). It was 
never, however, Martinus' intention that translations of his work should ap
pear in “Danish English” or “Danish French” and so on, as far as such could 
be avoided. (cf. Browning on “Greek English” quoted in Steiner 1992:332)

Der skal skelnes nøje mellem reelle og nødvendige krav om 
indhold på den ene side og formalistiske krav til sprogform på 
den anden side.

One must differentiate carefully between the genuine and ne-
cessary requirements of the content on the one hand and the 
formalistic requirements of the language on the other. (Samar
bejdsstrukturen 1992:105)

Choosing an appropriate version of the Bible
The above seeks to show that choosing which version of the Bible is the 
most appropriate and sticking to that choice consistently is no easy matter. 
In general I favour the King James version of 1611 simply because I find it 
quite beautiful and because it is the most commonly known and most quoted, 
but the above examples show that it is not without problems. An argument 
against The New International Version is its rendering of the commandment 
“Du skal ikke ihjelslå” as “You shall not murder” (Ex. 20:13). The King 
James Version renders it as “Thou shalt not kill”. Here there is a world of 
a difference in meaning causing great confusion for potential obeyers of 
the commandments. In English you can murder only people but you can 
kill anything living, including people, animals and plants, and the living 
mircroorganisms within them. This commandment is quoted throughout 
Martinus’ works not only in connection with the killing of people but also 
the killing of all things living. Here the King James version more accurately 
conveys Martinus’ interpretation of the commandment. The proponents 
of dynamic equivalence, Nida among them, were interested in the reader’s 
response to the translated text being as equivalent as cultural and historical 
settings would allow to the original audience’s response.

Dynamic equivalence is ... to be defined in terms of the degree 
to which the receptors of the message in the receptor language 
respond to it in substantially the same manner as the receptors 
in the source language. (Nida and Tauber, 1969:24)

If this response is lacking “... the translation will have failed to accomplish 
its purpose”. (Nida and Tauber, 1969:24)

As we have seen the two translations of “Du skal ikke ihjelslå” would 
lead to two entirely different reactions on the part of the reader, two entirely 
different codes of conduct.
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It is too much to ask of the translator of Martinus’ works to research into 
the original meaning of the biblical text but it is important that he makes 
himself acquainted with Martinus’ interpretation of it before committing 
himself to a particular translation of the Bible.

The numbering of the commandments
One also has to be wary of the numbering of the commandments, since 
English and Danish versions of the Bible number them differently. 

This is because Danish follows the Lutheran numbering that 
lumps the First and Second Commandments together and divides 
the Tenth Commandment into two. It is obvious that misunder
standings may arise unless this is realized. (Sørensen 1991:77)

GENRE

Spiritual literature   
Leaving aside the difficulties involved in defining what literature is (cf. Pe
dersen 1988:7279), I would venture to claim that Martinus’ works are non
fictional literary texts − a significant and substantial addition to the spiritual 
literature of the 20th century. They are certainly not technical in the sense 
that a car manual is technical, but they do contain passages that are more 
technical, analytical and philosophical than they are poetic. Excerpt 1, being 
the description of the first of 63 socalled livssubstanser [substances of life], 
is an example of such a passage, as is the analysis of the number system later 
on in the same volume (Livets Bog 3, 1941:12491289). By contrast there 
are also passages that are more poetic than technical, excerpt 4 being a case 
in point. Yet other passages have a more narrative quality about them (for 
example, excerpt 2). 

I tillid til, at jeg gavner læserne mere ved at gøre min bog til en 
arbejdsmark eller træningsmark for deres åndsevner end ved at 
gøre den til let, sentimentalt underholdningsstof, har jeg valgt 
det førstnævnte ... 

In confidence that I will benefit my readers more by making my 
book a sphere of work or a training field for their spiritual facul
ties than by making it light, sentimental entertaining material, I 
have chosen the former … (Martinus: Menneskehedens Skæbne 
[The Fate of Mankind] 1933, 1979 edition:23)

Despite this there is much to delight the reader in Martinus’ works. In re
garding Martinus’ works as literature I accept the obligation “to delight and 
instruct” (Pedersen 1988:77), while bearing in mind that:

Martinus karakteristiske sprogform og stil skal gengives i mulig 
udstrækning.
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Martinus’ characteristic linguistic form and style must be repro-
duced as far as possible. (Samarbejdsstrukturen, 1992:106)

Content must, however, have priority over form where the demands of both 
cannot be met at the same time. Spiritual instruction must have priority over 
literary delight.

Style
... det [er] vigtigt at fastslå, at enhver nogenlunde behændigt 
sammenstillet tekst har et vist stilistisk enhedspræg, og at det er 
det, man må søge at gribe og ved oversættelse gengive. 

… it is important to establish that any text that is fairly deftly put 
togther has a certain stylistic unity, and that is what one must try 
to grasp and reproduce in translation. (Pedersen 1987:118)

The style of Livets Bog is uniformly formal throughout, with the occasional 
poetic or inspired descriptive outburst. The use of the first person singular 
is rare and noteworthy when it does occur; the use of the first person plural 
occurs a little more frequently. 

Det er disse Væseners Mentalitet, vi har udtrykt som “Djævle
bevidsthed”.

It is the mentality of these beings that we have expressed as “devil 
consciousness”. (Livets Bog 7, 1960:2873)

In some places I suspect that it means no more than “I, Martinus and you, 
the reader”. In other places this use of “vi” [“we”] puzzles readers and trans
lators alike. My guess is that it sometimes refers to the fact that Martinus 
felt that he was not alone when writing Livets Bog and drawing his symbols. 
He felt he had the support of beings in the spiritual worlds.

Da jeg en dag stod ved mit tegnebord og lagde sidste hånd på 
dette symbol [hovedsymbolet − Det Evige Verdensbillede], blev 
jeg klar over, at jeg ikke var alene. På hver side af mig stod en 
hvidklædt skikkelse, en “åndelig mester”. Helt tavse og passive 
stod de en stund med korslagte arme og betragtede symbolet. Så 
nikkede de og forsvandt igen. Men fra den dag mærkede jeg, at 
jeg havde hele den åndelige verdens sympati.

One day when I stood at my drawing table and put the finishing 
touches to this symbol [the main symbol − The Eternal World 
Picture] I realised that I was not alone. On each side of me stood 
a figure dressed in white, a “spiritual master”. Silently and pas
sively they stood for a moment with folded arms and looked at the 
symbol. Then they nodded and disappeared again. But from that 
day onwards I felt that I had the sympathy of the entire spiritual 
world. (Martinus’ Erindringer [Memoirs], 1987:82–4)
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There is, at any rate, no reason for changing “vi” into the first person sin
gular when translating, as some have considered doing.

The Efterskrift [Postscript] in Livets Bog is one of those exceptional  
places where Martinus uses the first person singular throughout. The twelve 
prayerlike passages of the Efterskrift are very personal, formal and elevated 
in style. They express Martinus’ gratitude for the unlimited, eternal world 
picture and the solution of the mystery of life that had been revealed to him 
in 1921. The opening words will serve as an example of how I have tried 
to reproduce this style:

Hellige Fader! − Du den eneste ene! (Livets Bog 7:2905)

which I have translated as
Holy Father! Thou who art the one and only! (Excerpt 4)

Here I have tried to reproduce the prayerlike style of the opening by adding 
“Thou who art”, a hint of “The Lord’s Prayer” (”Our Father, who art in 
heaven ...”). The archaic language (”Thou who art” instead of “You who 
are”) helps heighten the solemn, elevated, prayerlike effect. I also felt that 
the Danish exclamation needed a verb to flow well in English.

Der er ... ingen tvivl om, at stil er betydningsbærende ... og ... at 
stilen giver en del af den information, modtageren får ...

There is … no doubt that style is significant … and … that the 
style is a part of the information the recipient receives … (Pe
dersen 1987:116)

Martinus’ style in the Efterskrift tells us something about his relationship 
to God and to life in general, as does his style throughout Livets Bog. It 
therefore deserves the translator’s careful consideration.

TERMINOLOGY AND THE SYMBOLIC USE OF LANGUAGE

Analysis of terminology

Ethvert forsøg på at etablere oversættelsesækvivalenter på ... 
fagområder må ... bygge på en grundig forudgående analyse af 
det terminologiske system og de realiteter, der ligger til grund 
for det.

Any attempt at establishing translational equivalents in … sub
ject areas must … be built on a thorough prior analysis of the 
terminological system and the realities on which it is based. 
(KewleyDraskau 1994:98)

Although Martinus’ works are more literary than technical they do have 
their own terminology, which the translator must analyse before choosing 
TL (target language) equivalents. Many of these terms are formed by  
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making new compound words with everyday constituent parts, for example 
livssubstans (where liv and substans are everyday words) in excerpt 1,  
moderenergi (moder/energi) in excerpt 3, and polorgan (pol/organ) in excerpt 
3. This eases their accessibility to the original Danishspeaking reader. The 
translator should aim at the same ease in the target language.

Så langt som det er muligt, skal der konsekvent benyttes en 
gennemgående terminologi – som Martinus har gjort det på 
dansk.

As far as is possible, use consistent terminology throughout 
– as Martinus has done in Danish. (Samarbejdsstrukturen, 
1992:105)

Terminology in Excerpt 1
Of the special terms in excerpt 1 (livssubstans, urbegæret, kosmisk kemi, 
jeg’et, sult og mættelse), “livssubstans” caused the greatest difficulty. It is a 
difficult concept to understand, and what you do not understand, you can 
hardly translate. Martinus helps by defining the term at some length some 
pages further on (Livets Bog 3, 1941:972974) and concludes:

At en Ting udtrykkes som en “Livssubstans” betyder altsaa ikke 
altid, at den er en “Substans” i dette Ords vante Betydning. Det 
kan ... ogsaa betyde, at den er en “immateriel” Detaille i selve 
Bevidsthedens Analyserække.

That a thing is expressed as a “substance of life” does not thus 
always mean that it is a “substance” in the usual meaning of 
this word. It can … also mean that it is an “immaterial” detail 
in a series of analyses of consciousness itself. (Livets Bog 3, 
1941:974)

Here, as in many other cases in Livets Bog, we are faced with the symbolic 
use of language. Because the spiritual writer, unlike the novelist and poet, 
has to describe experiences and problems that lie outside the material zone 
and hence outside current language ...

Han må da i sådanne tilfælde selv skabe sine ord eller udtryk, 
ligesom han også i mange tilfælde må låne ord fra sproget, der 
oprindelig er udtryk for materielle realiteter, og benytte disse 
som udtryk for åndelige problemer. 

In such cases he must then create his words or expressions, 
just as he in many cases must also borrow words from the lan
guage that originally express material realities, and use these 
to express spiritual problems. (Kosmos 1933 no.6 quoted in 
Samarbejdsstrukturen,1992:98)
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At first I toyed with the idea of “vital substances” but found that this 
could be misunderstood as “important” substances and backtranslated as 
“livsnødvendige substanser” then, inspired by the title of Ronald Beesley’s 
book Substance of Thought (1975), I settled for “substances of life”. “Life
substances” gained no more than my fleeting attention since it sounds like 
a Danicism, an example of translationese. (Having said that, there may well 
be other situations where no other type of solution is possible.)

Terminology in Excerpt 3
Excerpt 3 is rich in special terminology. Here we find the names of the six 
kingdoms of the spiral cycle of evolution. Martinus starts with two familiar 
terms: planteriget and dyreriget, and goes on to describe four unfamiliar 
kingdoms: det rigtige menneskerige, visdomsriget, den guddommelige verden 
and salighedsriget. These present no particular difficulty but one has to be 
sure that one chooses terms that one can live with since they are repeated 
hundreds of times throughout Martinus’ works. Of the six grundenergier 
[basic energies] “tyngdeenergi” presents the greatest problem. Here again 
it is largely a question of understanding what Martinus means. He defines 
tyngdeenergi as follows (Martinus’ italics):

Men Side om Side med denne [“Intelligensenergien”] eksisterer 
Tyngde- eller Lidelsesenergien dog stadig, og i Forbindelse med 
denne vil den sluttelig forædle Følelsesenergien, saaledes at denne 
bliver i Harmoni med Intelligensenergien.

But concurrently with this [“energy of intelligence”] the energy 
of suffering or of gravity still exists, and in connection with this 
it will ultimately ennoble the energy of feeling so that is it will be 
in harmony with the energy of intelligence. (Livets Bog 1, 1932, 
English ed. 1987:176)

Som vi allerede før har antydet, udgør Intolerance det samme som 
Had, Vrede eller Indignation. Men da alle Former for saadanne 
Realiteter udgaar fra eller repræsenterer en kosmisk Grundenergi, 
vi senere skal lære at kende under Begrebet “Tyngdeenergien”, 
og hvis Natur maa udtrykkes som eksplosiv, hvilket vil sige, at 
der i alle Manifestationer, hvor denne Energi er i Overvægt, op-
staar Ødelæggelse, Adsplittelse, Krig, Mord, Drab, Lemlæstelse 
samt alle Former for Sygdomme, vil Intolerancen saaledes være 
at stadfæste som hovedsagelig bestaaende af denne Energi.

As we have already indicated, intolerance is the same as hatred, 
anger or indignation. But since all forms of such realities emanate 
from, or represent, a cosmic basic energy with which we will later 
become acquainted under the concept of “the energy of gravity”, 
and whose nature must be said to be explosive, that is, that in 
all manifestations where this energy predominates, destruction, 
division, war, murder, killing, mutilation and all forms of illnesses 
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arise, intolerance will thus be confirmed as the main constituent 
of this energy. (Livets Bog 1, 1932, English ed. 1987:163)

Ved dyriske Tendenser forstaas saadanne Manifestationer, der 
kommer til Udløsning paa Basis af det paagældende Individs 
særligt udviklede Organer og Evner for Modtagelighed af “Tyng-
deenergien”, der igen i Følge sin eksplosive Natur overalt, hvor 
den har Overherredømmet over de andre gennem samme Individ 
strømmende kosmiske Grundenergier, kommer til Udløsning som 
“Det dræbende Princip”, hvilket igen vil sige, det Princip paa 
Basis af hvilket enhver Form for Lidelse opstaar.

By animal tendencies is understood such manifestations that are 
manifested on the basis of the concerned individual’s specially 
developed organs and faculties for receptivity to “the energy of 
gravity”, which in turn, in accordance with its explosive nature 
and in all places where it has supremacy over the other cosmic 
basic energies flowing through this individual, manifests itself 
as “the killing principle”, which in turn means the principle on 
the basis of which every form of suffering arises. (Livets Bog 1, 
1932, English ed. 1987:168)

Tyngdeenergien er jo den mest materielle Energi, overfor hvilken de 
andre Grundenergier derfor bliver af en mere aandelig Natur.

The energy of gravity is of course the most material energy 
whereas the other basic energies are of a more spiritual nature. 
(Livets Bog 1, 1932, English ed. 1987:183)

”Tyngdeenergien” (Ilden eller Solenergien) er saaledes Jeg’ets 
anden store Kraftkilde. 

“The energy of gravity” (fire or solar energy) is thus the I’s 
second great source of power. (Livets Bog 2, 1939, English ed. 
2000:62)

In Livets Bog 1, page 268 he further describes electricity, rays and waves as 
“denne aandelige eller elektriske Form for Tyndeenergi” [“the spiritual or 
electrical form of the energy of gravity”].

So we can continue to circle around the term “tyngdeenergi” without 
coming to any very clear conclusion about Martinus’ reasons, more than 
its connection with physicality, for calling it such. V&B3 has three sugges
tions for “tyngde”: heaviness, weight and gravity, and I have no others. Of 
three evils one must chose the lesser, so, following the tradition of previous 
translators, I have chosen “gravity”. Although Sørensen claims that postmo
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dified and premodified constructions are equally current in English (Sørensen 
1991:35), I prefer the postmodified construction, that is, energy of gravity 
to the premodified gravity energy. 
Newmark writes that

... the final test [of a translation] should be for naturalness: read 
the translation aloud to yourself. (Newmark 1988:37)

Having read the relevant passages aloud I found that energy of gravity 
sounds better and flows more easily than gravity energy. If it sounds better 
it undoubtedly reads more easily. Here the reader is yet again at the mercy of 
the subjective judgement and level of competence of the bilingual informant. 
(cf. Pedersen 1987:98 and Catford 1965:27)

One has also to bear in mind the fact that the word “tyngde” (as well as 
the names of all the other basic energies) forms a part of many compound 
words in Martinus’ works: tyngdecenter, tyngdelegeme, tyngdelegemsfoster, 
tyngdevæsen, tyngdetanke, tyngdevariation, tyngdezone, tyndgeorgan, tynd-
geenergistråle, to name but a few.

Excerpt 3 also includes examples of Martinus’ sexual terminology, such 
as: polorgan, enpolet væsen, enpolethed, dobbelpolethed, parringstilstand, 
forplantningstilstand and kærlighedsevne.

As regards enpolet/dobbelpolet and enpolethed/dobbelpolethed the choice 
lies between unipolar/bipolar, unipolarity/bipolarity and one-poled/double-
poled, one-poled state/double-poled state. The former possibilities, which are 
neologisms, have the advantage of neatness and are easy to use in compound 
words and collocations. They do, however, have the disadvantage that they 
are not everyday words or expressions.

Martinus har i vid udstrækning benyttet dagligdags ord, udtryk 
og vendinger. Han har ikke brugt et akademisk sprog med unød-
vendigt “fine” vendinger og fremmedord, f.eks. mælkevej og ikke 
galakse, mellemkosmos og ikke interkosmos, dog reinkarnation 
og ikke genfødelse. 

Martinus has to a great extent used ordinary words, expres-
sions and turns of phrase. He has not used academic language 
with unnecessary “fine” turns of phrase and foreign words, e.g. 
mælkevej (Milky Way) and not galakse (galaxy), mellemkosmos 
(mesocosmos) and not interkosmos (intercosmos), however rein
carnation (reincarnation) and not genfødelse (rebirth). (Samar-
bejdsstrukturen, 1992:105)

Martinus could have chosen a more Latin term, had he so wished. I would 
guess that “bipolaritet”, for example, is a possible construction in Danish. 
For the moment I favour the more clumsy choice, one-poled/double-poled 
(which are also neologisms or at least new uses and combinations of familiar 
words) and so on, and intend to get feedback from readers at the next op
portunity. (I usually test my translations of books by publishing a temporary 
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edition of them and using them in the English study groups at the Martinus 
Centre, Klint, a practice supported by Nida and Tauber.)

 
Despite all the tests that one might wish to make of a translation 
it seems that only the actual publication of sample materials can 
provide the kind of test necessary to judge the acceptability of a 
translation. (Nida and Tauber 1982:172)

Nida makes the following comment regarding the translation of the Old 
and the New Testament, which could apply equally to the translation of 
Martinus’ The Third Testament:

With respect to the level of language to be used in the transla
tion, priority is given to common language or popular language 
translations over translations made in literary language. (Nida 
and Tauber 1982:177)

Newmark defends the translation of neologisms in the SL (source language) 
text into neologisms in the TLtext:

... in a literary text, it is [the translator’s] duty to recreate any neo
logism he meets on the basis of the SL neologism; in other autho
ritative texts, he should normally do so. (Newmark 1988:149)

Kærlighedsevne presents no particular difficulty. I would, however, point out 
that it is one of many parallel terms, including intuitionsevne, instinktevne, 
hukommelsesevne. Here it is important to chose an English equivalent that 
can fit not only the term in question but also the parallel terms. For this 
reason I have chosen “faculty of love” (cf. faculty of intuition, f. of instinct, 
f. of memory) rather than “ability to love”, “capacity for loving”, to name 
but two possibilities.

As to parringstilstand: it is one of many (I have found 29 so far) com
pound words starting with the word parring-, for example, parringsanlæg, 
parringsaura, parringsbevidsthed, parringsfelt, parringsinstinkt, parringskær-
lighed, parringsobjekt, parringsprincip, parringsvæsen. I favour copulation 
and copulatory rather than sexual intercourse and sexual, firstly because 
Martinus uses the term parring in connection with both animals and people, 
and secondly because he refers specifically to the act of copulation itself and 
not to kissing, caressing and other aspects of human sexuality, the word se-
xual being therefore too vague. In English we do not talk of animals having 
sexual intercourse; they mate or copulate. People, when regarded as human 
animals or Desmond Morris’s “naked apes”, can also mate or copulate. 
Martinus differs between animal sexuality, unfinished human sexuality 
and finished human sexuality (“det færdige menneske i Gud billede” [“the 
finished/completed human being in God’s image”] ). The terminology cho
sen should reflect these differences and create as little confusion as possible 
by being as precise as possible − even at the expense of a certain degree of 
clumsiness. Hence my choice.

Excerpts 2 and 4 presented no particular terminological problems.
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PROBLEMS OF SYNTAX

Premodification and postmodification
Excerpt 4 illustrates a syntactical problem typical of Martinus’ writings, 
that is, that of premodification.

Jeg takker dig ... fordi du ... lader mig opnaa bevidst at opleve 
og forstaa denne din personlige mod mig rettede faderlige Røst, 
Opdragelse og Velsignelse. (Livets Bog 7, 1960:2905) (My un
derlining)

This passage was written in the early 1920’s (probably 1921) but not pub
lished until 1960 and exemplifies Martinus’ rather oldfashioned, Germanic 
way of writing. The English language does not permit such a premodified 
structure, so I have changed it into a postmodified one:

I thank you and praise you for having given me sets of senses that 
enable me to hear, perceive and understand all the manifestations 
of Nature or life as being one with your almighty voice, manifes
tations that allow me consciously to experience and understand 
this life as your fatherly voice, education and blessing, which are 
addressed to me personally.

Here we are subject to the compulsory constraints of individual language 
structure.

Changes – obligatory and otherwise
The following is a list of some of the obligatory and voluntary changes that 
have been made during the translation process.
Excerpt 1:
Example a)

“Kosmisk Kemi” udgør saaledes det samme som Jeg’ets Kolo
rering.

becomes in English:
“Cosmic chemistry” thus constitutes the colouring of the I.

Here four words in Danish become one in English. “udgør det samme som” 
contains redundancy that would sound clumsy and unidiomatic in English 
(cf. constitutes the same as).

In the next sentence we meet a similar problem:
Men da denne Kolorering er Udtryk for Jeg’ets Viden, Tanke, 
Villie og Kunnen er den identisk med Jeg’ets Liv.

“At være identisk med” is synonymous with “udgør” and “udgør det samme 
som”, so I have chosen to translate it as “constitutes” as in the first sentence. 
The repetition of the same verb creates a point of stability in two sentences 
that are loaded with unfamiliar ideas (cf. “Jeg’ets Kolorering”, “Kosmisk 
Kemi” and so on).
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Example b)
Alle Former for Manifestation, lige fra det mindste lille Suk i 
Mikrovæseners Mikrovæsener til de umaadelige Former for 
Energivælde, der styrer Verdener ...

becomes
... to the vast and various floods of energy that govern worlds ...

Here the alliteration of the letter “v” in “vast and various” to some degree 
makes up for the unavoidable loss of such beautifying features in other places, 
while no semantic loss is incurred. A wordforword translation (e.g. “the 
vast forms of floods of energy”) would be ugly and unidiomatic.

Excerpt 2
Example c)

Det var jo Betingelsen for at komme ind i dette Livets helligste 
Omraade.

becomes
This was, as we know, the prerequisite for entering this sphere, 
the most sacred sphere of life.

The repetition of “sphere” gets us neatly round the problem of the awkward 
Danish construction.

Example d)
Men Rummet markeres alligevel her ved at være gennemstraalet 
af et gigantisk Lysocean.

The idea that rummet eller evigheden kan markeres is a difficult concept. 
After much contemplation lightning struck and the following resulted:

But nevertheless the space here is defined by being permeated by 
a gigantic ocean of light.

Example e)
The last line of this passage reads as follows:

Alt lyser i Guld, Guld og atter Guld.

Here the translator meets one of many poetic challenges. It proved difficult 
to maintain the Danish word order. Wanting to keep the threefold repetition 
of “Guld” I changed the word order resulting in the following:

Gold, gold − all is shining gold.

Excerpt 3
Example f)

Languages differ essentially in what they must convey and not in 
what they may convey. (Roman Jakobsen, On Linguistic Aspects 
of Translation in Brower 1959:236)
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In the first line we meet a Danish structure that leaves a gap that has to be 
filled in English.

Og hvad har saa de kosmiske Analyser vist os med Hensyn til 
selve “det levende” ... (Livets Bog 7 1960:2863)

I have translated it as follows:
And what then have the cosmic analyses shown us as regards 
that which is actually living ...

This sentence is, incidentally, a question but lacks a question mark, which 
I have added in the English version.

Example g)
Man kan ikke forvente, at der led for led skal være overensstem
melse mellem SLs og TLs ordklasser. 

One cannot expect there to be a unittounit correspondence 
between SL’s og TL’s word classes. (Pedersen 1987:114)

In the following example I made a change in word class (the noun “Kul
mination” has become the verb “culminate”) in order to avoid a literal 
translation of “komme til Udløsning” − an awkward phrase.

Men Mørkets Kulmination kan umuligt komme til Udløsning i 
en blot og bar Dyrebevidsthed. (Livets Bog 7, 1960:2873)

But darkness cannot possibly culminate in a mere animal con
sciousness.

Excerpt 4
Example h)

... literal translation is correct and must not be avoided, if it 
secures referential and pragmatic equivalence to the original. 
(Newmark 1988:68)

In the following example I have translated “sansesæt” as “sets of senses”, 
rather than just “senses”, even though the former is a little odd. Martinus 
did write “sansesæt” and not just “sanser”. There may be a difference.

Jeg takker dig ... fordi du har givet mig Sansesæt ... 

I thank you … for having given me sets of senses … (Livets Bog 
7, 1960:2905)
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Example i)
Ofte beskriver Martinus et begreb ved at anvende flere synonymer 
ved siden af hinanden. − Den er gjort for at sikre forståelsen, men 
efter hans udtalelse behøver man ikke at gengive dem alle.

Often Martinus describes a concept by using several synonyms in 
a row. He has done this to ensure understanding, but, according 
to his own statement, one does not need to reproduce them all. 
(Samarbejdsstrukturen 1992:106)

In line 4 of the Danish text we meet two synonyms that have only one 
English equivalent:

... din almægtige Røst og Stemme ... (Livets Bog 7, 
1960:2905)

Example j)
The sentence in Example i) goes on to contain the awkward construction 
“... denne din ...” Translated literally it sounds odd in English. Here I have 
repeated the word “life” from earlier in the sentence (“understand this life 
as your ...”), added “as” and removed “og” so as not to lose the information 
that Nature or life is defined as God’s fatherly voice, education and blessing. 
Two lines further down (denne din himmelske stemme) I have translated 
the same structure literally since it is now clear what denne refers to, so no 
information is lost.

I thank you and praise you for having given me sets of senses that 
enable me to hear, perceive and understand all the manifestations 
of Nature or life as being one with your almighty voice, manifes
tations that allow me consciously to experience and understand 
this life as your fatherly voice, education and blessing, which are 
addressed to me personally.

Example k)
Out of consideration for creating some small measure of literary delight I 
have translated “snekældte Tinder” as “snowclad summits” rather than 
for example “peaks”, “tops” or “pinnacles”. The alliteration of “s” melts 
nicely on the nonlisping tongue.

Example l)
Glæder og fryder eder, og salig, salig, salig ...(Livets Bog 7, 
1960:2905)

The first part of this sentence is a hidden quotation from the Bible already 
commented on above. The word “salig” in the second part is also from the 
Bible, from The Sermon on the Mount. To this second part I have added the 
verb “be” in order to make some kind of sense of the sentence.

Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, and be blessed, blessed, bles
sed; ...
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The ultimate judgement
It is possible to make a bad translation either by sticking too closely to the 
original Danish words and structures (Nida’s formal equivalence, cf. Nida 
1964:166 ff.) or by paraphrasing “by addition, deletion or skewing of the 
message”. (Nida and Tauber 1982:173) The good translation, however, 
“focuses on the meaning or content as such and aims to preserve that in
tact” (Nida and Tauber 1982:173), even if this involves, as it inevitably will, 
changes in the formal structure.

Nida cites three criteria for judging a translation:
1) the correctness with which the receptors understand the message of 

the original, 2) the ease of comprehension, and 3) the involvement a person 
experiences as the result of the adequacy of the form of the translation. He 
writes:

Perhaps no better compliment could come to a translator [of the 
Bible] than to have someone say, “I never knew before that God 
spoke my language”. (Nida and Tauber 1982:173)

I would be satisfied if the reader of Livets Bog in English felt that Martinus 
spoke their language.
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On translating Martinus

What characterises a good translation? What methods and tools can help the 
translator? What specific problems apply to translating Martinus’ works?

The art of translating and reflection on the translation process have de
veloped into a university discipline, a science. Mary McGovern studied this 
science at the University of Copenhagen. During her studies there she wrote 
two papers on translating Martinus.

Världsbild förlag (World Picture Publishers) has chosen to publish these 
papers in order to make them available for others.

Mary McGovern was trained as a violin teacher and as a teacher of the 
Alexander Technique. She has translated many of Martinus’ works into Eng
lish and for 20 years was the editor of the English edition of the magazine 
Kosmos, which is published by the Martinus Institute in Copenhagen. She has 
been a member of the Education Committee at the Martinus Institute since 
1991 and is active in the institute’s translators’ group. Currently Martinus’ 
works are published in Danish and 23 other languages.
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